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Well-known for his publications on the Navajo Indians, Professor
LAWRENCE C. KELLY of North Texas State University here relates the
background of John Collier's appointment as Commissioner of Indian
Affairs.
MORRIS F. TAYLOR contributes another of his meticulously researched
studies of nineteenth-century Territorial history. He was elected to the
Council of the Western History Association at the October 1974 meeting
in Rapid City, South Dakota.
The article on the furore over the July 1906 earthquakes in Socorro is
based on BRUCE ASHCROFTS work on an MA thesis at Eastern New
Mexico University at Portales where he is a graduate student.
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CHOOSING THE NEW DEAL INDIAN COMMISSIONER:

ICKES VS. COLLIER

LAWRENCE

IN

c.

KELLY'"

of 1933 to the surprise of many and the dismay
of not a few, President-elect Franklin D. Roosevelt named two
relative unknowns to high posts in the Interior Department. Harold Ickes, a maverick, Bull Moose Republican, became Secretary
of the Interior. John Collier, a vociferous but apolitical critic of
Federal Indian policy, was appointed Commissioner of Indian
Affairs.
.
Both Ickes and Collier have recorded their recollections of the
events which led to their appointments, and Ickes' version of his
appointment has been reprinted in a number of standard histories
of the New Deal. In his memoir, published after Ickes' death,
Collier claimed considerable credit for Ickes' selection as Secretary
of the Interior, implying that it was largely as a result of his influence that Ickes "who had been an able and vigorous champion of
the Indian cause" but "who was not nationally prominent" was
ultimately chosen for the Cabinet post. Collier also maintained
that after Roosevelt's election he personally had intended to go to
Mexico to write a book on "the Indians of this hemisphere," but
that he reluctantly abandoned this plan in order to become Indian
THE SPRING

• Research for this article was made possible by financial support from the
National Endowment for the Humanities and the Office of Research and Academic
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the help of the following persons and libraries; William M. Roberts, the Bancroft
Library; Judith A. Schiff and Herman Kahn. Yale University Library; Dorothy Wells,
UCLA Library; Paul T. Heffron, The Library of Congress; and Alfred L. Bush,
Princeton University Library.
© 1974 by Lawrence C. Kelly.
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Commissioner after being persuaded that if he did not, Edgar B.
Meritt, a former Assistant Commissioner, whom he regarded as
symbolic of all that was evil in Federal Indian policy, would be
appointed.!
The real story is considerably more complex than either Ickes
or Collier revealed. It is probable that it was even more complex
than either man knew at the time. Ickes' claim to a Federal appointment, as he has recorded, stemmed from his efforts during the
1932 presidential campaign to rally old Bull Moose Republicans
to Roosevelt's banner. First, he agreed to serve on the national committee of the National Progressive League which Senator George
Norris formed in the late summer of 1932. Comprised of such distinguished Progressives as Felix Frankfurter, Frederick C. Howe,
Ray Stannard Baker, Bainbridge Colby, Amos Pinchot, Donald
Richberg, Henry Wallace, and Senators Hiram Johnson, Burton
K. Wheeler, Edward Costigan, and Bronson Cutting, all of whom
declared for Roosevelt, the League formed in Roosevelt's words, "an
honor roll from old wars."2 Later, at the request of Arthur Mullen,
a member of the Democratic National Committee, Ickes agreed to
head the Western Independent Republican Committee for Roosevelt. His wife, who was running for a third term in the Illinois legislature as a regular Republican, opposed this decision because
Ickes was also heading her campaign. To pacify her, Ickes promised that if Roosevelt were elected he would try to get himself
appointed Commissioner of Indian Affairs, since "both of us had
long been interested in Indians."s
Immediately following the election Ickes was visited by an old
friend, Charles de Y. Elkus, a San Francisco attorney who was
also president of the northern branch of the American Indian
Defense Association of which John Collier was national executive
secretary. Ickes broached the subject of the Indian Commissionership to Elkus who enthusiastically encouraged him and promised
to take up the matter with Ickes' mentor, Senator Hiram Johnson,
on his return home. According to Ickes, Johnson was sympathetic
but said he would make no recommendations to Roosevelt unless
requested to do so. Ickes' own probe in Washington revealed "no
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spot soft and yielding to the touch," until Collier wired him to
come immediately to Washington. There he was advised by Collier
and two associates, Lewis Meriam and Nathan Margold, to seek
the more important position of first assistant Secretary. Greatly interested in this new possibility, Ickes consulted with Senators
Bronson Cutting, Gerald Nye, Robert LaFollette, Jr., and Edward
T. Costigan, all of whom not only endorsed his candidacy, but also
apparently encouraged him to think in terms of the Secretary's job
itself. At the same time, like Hiram Johnson, they refused to volunteer recommendations to Roosevelt. 4 After weeks of fruitless waiting, during which Roosevelt failed to seek advice from the Progressive camp, Ickes became discouraged and returned to Chicago
where he wrote to Senator Johnson:
It was, of course, too much for me to hope that there was any chance
of me realizing my ambition to be Secretary of the Interior. . . .
Luck has never broken my way in political matters, but on the whole
I have been content to labor in the ranks and do what I could for the
common good. Fortunately, I am too much of a realist to have allowed
my hopes to run away with me. I never expected anything of this
sort to come my way but I thought it worth a trial anyhow. 5

While Ickes was licking his wounds, the series of events which
were to result in his appointment as Secretary of the Interior was
approaching its climax. Although Ickes was aware that his friend
John Collier was instrumental in his appointment as Secretary, he
was never to know that Collier was strongly motivated by his opposition to Ickes as Indian Commissioner.
Collier and Ickes, both proud, defensive, and strong-willed men,
were not, prior to 1933, such close friends as the preceding paragraphs might imply. As a matter of fact, after becoming one of the
first directors of Collier's American Indian Defense Association in
1923, Ickes angrily resigned six months later when Collier fired
the AIDA attorney, Francis C. Wilson of Santa Fe, in a controversy which split the fledgling organization in two and weakened its effectiveness for several years. Later Ickes unofficially
returned to the AIDA fold, only to· fallout with Collier again in
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1931 in a similar conflict, this time over Collier's attack on
another prominent resident of Santa Fe, Herbert C. Hagerman.
This second estrangement, although less destructive than the
first, particularly rankled Collier because he believed that it cost
him the support of Hiram Johnson and other Senate Progressives
at a crucial time in his battle with the Hoover administration. 6
Contrary to the assertions in his memoir that Ickes headed his
own list of candidates for the Indian Commissionership and that
he was "dismayed" at being offered the job himself, John Collier
set out to capture control of Roosevelt's Indian policy as early as
August 1932. He put in motion a plan whereby he might become
Indian Commissioner shortly after the election was over.
While recuperating from a serious automobile accident at Taos
in the late summer of 1932, Collier conceived a plan to pressure
Roosevelt into taking a stand for Indian policy reform. According
to this scheme, Collier would write directly to Roosevelt, urging
him to publicly endorse a declaration of policy which Collier had
drafted. "Certain members of Congress and others [would then]
forcibly call his attention" to Collier's letter and the declaration.
If Roosevelt could be persuaded to endorse this policy statement,
Collier argued, he would then be bound, if he won the election, to
seek out the advice of "competent and disinterested men" before
any appointments were made. The "competent and disinterested
men" whom Collier had in mind were Lewis Meriam, the Brookings Institution economist who in 1928 had edited the influential
and critical study of the Indian Service entitled The Problem of
Indian Administration, and Nathan Margold, a protege of Felix
Frankfurter who served as legal counsel on minority groups to the
American Civil Liberties Union. Not only would such a plan "go
far to insure our program if he wins," Collier wrote, but it would
also cause Roosevelt to "at least hesitate before committing himself
to a political appointment like [Democratic ex-Commissioner]
Cato Sells or Meritt."7
In early September Collier submitted this scheme to four
leading supporters of the American Indian Defense Association:
Dr. Haven Emerson, a Columbia University surgeon who served
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as national president of the AIDA; Howard Gans, a prominent
New York attorney; Dr. John Randolph Haynes of Los Angeles,
Collier's secret financial "angel;" and Charles de Y. Elkus. Gans
and Elkus, both Republicans, immediately vetoed the plan on the
grounds that it was "partisan political activity and likely to backfire."8 But Collier, who had seen the financial support of AIDA
diminish steadily in the wake of the Great Depression and had
several times expressed misgivings about its ability to survive, did
not quit. In late October he confided to a friend that "right after
the election, if Roosevelt be elected, I must somehow get East to
try to swing the appointment, or at least inHuence the policy
about appointments."9 The chief difficulty in getting East, a lack
of money, was unexpectedly solved in early November when
Collier was notified that Ernst Huber, a Johns Hopkins professor
of anatomy and a director of the AIDA, had committed suicide,
leaving to the organization a $4,000 insurance policy.lO
On November 4, four days before the election, Collier met in
Los Angeles with three of his oldest friends in the Indian reform
movement: Dr. Haynes, Stella Atwood "who has long known
and activ~ly corresponded with Mrs. Roosevelt," and Walter
Woehlke, a publicist and the former editor of the popular California monthly, Sunset Magazine. Convinced that Roosevelt would
win, Collier and his southern California advisors agreed that he
must be contacted immediately after the election "through some
intimate friend whom he would expect to be concerned with the
subject." Collier suggested to Lewis Meriam that he approach
Georg~ Foster Peabody, a nonagenarian Georgia banker who had
once been treasurer of the Democratic National Committee and
who ,presently served with Roosevelt as a trustee of the Warm
Springs Health Foundation. In a similar letter to Margold, Collier
suggested that he approach Felix Frankfurter. In both letters
Collier mentioned potentially desirable candidates for the post of
Commissioner: Meriam, Margold, W. Carson Ryan, the Indian
Bl!Teau's chief educational officer, and himself, at the same time
denying that any of them really wanted the job. Until one of
them, or someone else more attractive "politically" should emerge,
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however, he suggested that they work together to influence
Roosevelt in an advisory capacity, rather than pennitting their
supporters to press their individual candidacies. "If one of those
named were to be a prospective candidate" at this time, he warned,
the effort "might not succeed and then our effort would have been
expended-our bullet would have been shot."ll
It was shortly after this plan was launched that Collier learned
from Elkus of Harold Ickes' interest in the Indian Commissionership. Collier's response, unknown to both Elkus and Ickes, was
decidedly hostile. In a letter to Mrs. Atwood, written shortly after
the election, he advised her that Ickes was a potential candidate,
and added, "his personal idiosyncracies unfit him for the task
which requires considerateness of co-workers, subordinates, cooperation with Congress and subordination of egoism." On November 16 he also infonned Meriam, saying he was unimpressed by
Ickes' candidacy: "He is personally impracticable, while as for
his record in Indian matters, he has none."12
While Collier was seeking ways to get his proposal before
Roosevelt, at the same time cutting off Ickes, Dr. Haynes launched
his own campaign in support of Collier's candidacy. On November
1 6, Haynes wired Judson King, the executive secretary of the
Popular Government League in Washington and one of the nation's most outspoken advocates of public power development
(Haynes was also the chief financial angel of the League which
he and George Norris had created in 1913), asking him to sound
out Norris and other "key men" about the possibility of Collier's
appointment. King, who had just returned from a "personal and
confidential interview" with Roosevelt on the topic of public
power, was ecstatic: "there is no man on earth I would prefer to
see in the office of Indian Commissioner so much as our friend,
John Collier." Norris and other Senators were not in Washington,
King advised, but he would contact them as soon as they returned.
Meanwhile, he added, at his next conference "in the not distant
future, . . . I shall certainly talk with Roosevelt about John and
the Indian work."13
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The next step toward securing the Commissionership was taken
by Collier himselfwho met with Senator Bronson Cutting in Albuquerque, New Mexico, in late November 1932. Cutting, Collier
learned, was "powerfully interested" in the Indian post and "will
go to Roosevelt to insure that no hurried action is taken." When
he raised the possibility of securing the appointment of "Meriam,
Margold, or myself," Cutting assured him that "none of us are
significantly handicapped." It was at this time that Collier suggested to Cutting the possibility of Ickes for first assistant Secretary.
Cutting replied that he knew Ickes and "thinks well of him
without professi!1g to know about his personal practicability."14
After receiving this encouragement, Collier left immediately for
Washington.
When Charles Elkus learned of Collier's conversation with
Cutting, he immediately informed Ickes that Collier had suggested him for the more prestigious post, but at the same time he
asked Collier to add Ickes to the triumvirate which he was pressing
on Cutting for the Indian Commissionership. Collier's reply was
negative. Meriam, he informed Elkus, was "checking on Ickes'
record and standing in Chicago," because Judson King, who had
known Ickes since 1914, had expressed opposition on the ground
of "his impracticability in human relations. Until I find out more
I don't believe that we ought to include him among the recommended people. . . . Furthermore, I do not feel complete certainty that Ickes would not through Hiram Johnson cut across our
operations in a premature way." Margold, Meriam, and Collier
had decided in any event "to hold off from any initiative whatever," until "after I see Senator Cutting on his arrival from Warm
Springs which will be Sunday [December 4] or Monday [December 5]. There are reasons for thinking that Cutting will largely
control the appointment if he wants to."15
In mid-December, Collier's move for the Commissionership
began to accelerate. Despite continued misgivings on the part of
Charles Elkus who advised Collier against appearing to seek the
position ("Your candidacy presents some difficult problems. If
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it is at all aggressive and you fail, the Association will necessarily
suffer and so the Indians. . . . I have regretted that we did not
have a chance to discuss this matter fully before you left."),16
Collier received encouraging news from Bronson Cutting upon
his return from Warm Springs. ''The President-elect" had thus
far given "little thought to the matter" of Indian affairs and thus
there was no need to fear a sudden political appointment. Cutting,
however, had "given a good deal of thought to the matter of a new
Indian Commissioner," as he told Charles Fahy, an AIDA attorney
in Santa Fe, "and I quite agree with you that Collier would be the
best man for the place." He suggested that Collier's supporters
begin to round up endorsements for his appointment. 17
While he would continue to speak of Margold, Meriam, and
himself as equally acceptable candidates, Collier decided shortly
after Christmas to press his own candidacy. Meriam, as he had
known since August when the plan was first discussed, did not
want the position, doubted his ability to handle the job, and had
reluctantly gone along with the plan only out of a strong sense of
duty: "I couldn't decline if that's what I were asked to do but I'd
rather not wish on the Indians another experiment." Margold's
chances dimmed when Frankfurter informed him in late November that since he was not "intimate" with Roosevelt, he could not,
therefore, recommend anyone unless requested to do so. Roger
Baldwin, the executive secretary of the ACLU, also expressed
reservations about Margold, suggesting instead, as indeed it was
to happen, that Margold would be better suited to the office of
Solicitor in the Department of the Interior. Collier's reply to
Baldwin on December 4 signaled the beginning of his campaign.
Margold, he confessed, was handicapped "by youth, coming from
New York, maybe because a Jew," while Meriam, he had decided,
. enough."18
was not "dynamlc
On December 27, following a conference with Cutting and
Judson King at which it was decided that Collier stood as good a
chance as anyone presently available, Collier notified Dr. Haynes
that the time had come for him to speak to William G. McAdoo,
the Democratic Senator-elect from California, and to write Hiram
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Johnson and Roosevelt in his behalf. Meriam and Margold were
likewise instructed to "turn [their] friends loose" but, Collier
warned, there was to be no "public promotion" of any of the candidates since he still hoped, through Cutting, to have them called in
as advisors to Roosevelt. Towards this end he had prepared "a
powerful memorandum" outlining the needed policy changes and
denouncing candidates considered harmfuI.19
Even before notifying Haynes, Collier, as he had done so often
throughout the 1920'S, arranged for a demonstration of Indian
support from the Pueblos of New Mexico. The All Pueblo Council
should be called into session, he advised the AIDA attorneys in
Santa Fe, to register its choice for the new commissioner and to
elect delegates who would come East to confer with Roosevelt.
Confidentially, Collier later informed Haynes, "I anticipate that
the Council will put me forward as its choice, although I have not
made this suggestion in any way." Thinking he had arranged
with Haynes and the Indians to get the campaign rolling, Collier
then circularized all his AIDA supporters, advising them that
because there was "imminent danger" that the commissionship
might go to "one of the unnumbered patronage seekers," he, along
with Meriam and Margold, had reluctantly consented to enter the
race. 20
'The next few weeks might have proved disastrous to Collier's
chances but fortune smiled on his ambition. Dr. Haynes and
others bombarded McAdoo's Los Angeles office with letters and
telegrams but, they learned much later, the Senator was in Washington and the endorsements had not been forwarded. The Pueblo
Council failed to meet in time for the scheduled conference with
Roosevelt but the impetuous Mabel Dodge Luhan saved the day
when she put her husband, Tony Luhan, and another Taos
Indian, Antonio Mirabal, on an eastbound train. On January 11
this "Pueblo delegation" met with the Roosevelts and endorsed
Collier as planned. Through Cutting's assistance, Collier, Meriam,
Margold, and Haven Emerson met with Raymond Moley the evening before the Indian reception and placed in his hands the
memorandum which Collier had earlier prepared. Although he
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could make no prediction at this time, Collier was optimistic. Following these meetings he wired Harold Ickes to come to Washington "promptly;" there was a chance that he might be made first
assistant Secretary.21
Following the meeting with Moley, Collier's campaign began to
bog down and he found himself on the periphery of events for the
next two weeks. Although he succeeded in convincing Ickes to
withdraw from the Commissioner's race, he learned on January 20
that the Senate Progressives had decided as a group to take no
initiative in appointment matters. Since Roosevelt continued to
refrain from soliciting their advice, Collier informed Dr. Haynes,
"a stalemate" had resulted. Collier did learn that Cutting had conferred with Roosevelt on January 19 and again on January 20
"about Indian matters," and that he had suggested to the Presidentelect at these meetings that he confer with Felix Frankfurter about
the Indian appointment. Collier immediately wrote Frankfurter,
enclosing a condensed version of the memorandum which he had
submitted earlier to Moley and requesting an opportunity to talk
with him soon. 22
On February 5 in Boston, Collier, Meriam, and Margold met
with Frankfurter but, in Collier's words, the meeting, while "very
interesting" was "inconclusive." While he thought Frankfurter
would "throw his influence . . . probably, in the first instance,
behind myself," he was not certain of this and besides, days passed
and Roosevelt did not get in touch with Frankfurter.23
During this period of "stalemate," Collier had received several
disturbing reports that boded ill for his candidacy. Senator
McAdoo, whom he had hoped would send in an endorsement,
proved elusive. When Dr. Haynes finally managed to speak with
him on February 2, McAdoo promised merely to initiate inquiry
into Collier's record and to "do his best," telling Haynes that he
had promised Roosevelt not to make any recommendations. When
Haynes suggested that he contact Moley and Frankfurter, McAdoo
replied that "he did not know Moley and he did not want to know
Frankfurter."24 At this same time Collier learned that Senators
Burton K. Wheeler of Montana and Sam G. Bratton of New Mex-
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ico had teamed up to support one Harry Mitchell of Montana. To
make matters worse, he learned in late January that Charles Elkus
and other influential Californians had declined to give him an unqualified endorsement, believing, as they had stated before, that he
should stay out of politics and continue his work as executive
secretary of the AIDA. Though he did not despair, there was a
rising note of anxiety in his correspondence as the month of
January came to an end. 25
On January 30 Collier notified several of his closest friends
that "it is a highly confidential fact that Cutting has been offered
the Secretaryship of the Interior and is being hard pressed by
Roosevelt to take the job." Although he foresaw correctly that
Cutting would not accept the position, Collier interpreted Roosevelt's desire to name a Progressive to the post as providing "an excellent chance, in any event, to land Ickes in the Assistant Secretaryship." Accordingly, he notified Ickes (who by now had returned home), of this premonition, although he was not permitted
"to give him some of the details, which I have from Cutting under
the seal of confidence."26 Ickes, whom Johnson may have alerted
to the possibility of becoming Secretary should Cutting decline,
wrote immediately to Johnson: "I may say to you that while I
would love to be made Secretary of the Interior, I would be willing,
as I see it now, to serve as First Assistant."27
From January 30 to February 14 both Collier and Ickes fretted
at Cutting's indecision. A new candidate for the Indian Commissionership, "young Oscar Chapman," Senator Costigan's campaign manager, was introduced. Finally, the day after the "inconclusive" meeting with Frankfurter on February 5, Collier and
Haven Emerson met in New York and decided to precipitate his
candidacy by requesting the various regional boards of the AIDA
to endorse Collier publicly and to "use their influence individually
or collectively" in his behalf. Anticipating the opposition of the
northern California branch, Collier argued that there was a "real
possibility" that his appointment could be made and that the New
York branch had already agreed to take action. If the others were
ever "going to do anything, they should do it now."28
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Sometime between February 14 and February 20, Bronson Cutting formally declined Roosevelt's offer. For Harold Ickes, even
though the meaning of Cutting's decision proved confusing for
several days, the news was potentially good. For John Collier, who
had anticipated the decision from the start, Cutting's refusal
coupled with his inability to persuade Roosevelt to consult Frankfurter, had created "a real danger that the entire Indian business
will be relegated to the political field."29
On February 14, Raymond Moley, after consulting with Hiram
Johnson, Cutting, and LaFollette, called Ickes in Chicago and
requested that he come to New York as a "representative of that
group [the Progressives] to sit in consultation on the general
economic situation and of another on the international debt situation." Moley also impressed upon him "the absolute necessity of
keeping the whole matter strictly confidential."30 Ickes, sensing
that something important was underway, but uncertain as to its
meaning, wrote Johnson:
Now, what I would like to have you tell me is what it is all about. As
you know, and as I was careful to explain to Professor Moley, I am
not an economist. He said he wasn't either and that it was not the
purpose to have an economist. . . .
I am interested to know also what, if any, bearing this new development may have on my very real hope that I may be able to connect
in some definite way with the Department of the Interior. From
present indications a Cesarean operation will have to be performed
to prevent that particular ambition from being stillborn. Am I gracefully but elegantly being offered a personal tour down a road that
leads away from Washington and not to Washington?31

Ickes' confusion was not alleviated by letters he received from
Collier and Johnson the following day. In reply to Johnson's query
if he had heard from Cutting, Ickes wrote: "I have not heard from
Cutting. This is the fact. I still don't know what it is all about."
Collier, who wrote to say that he had talked to Cutting about
Ickes' chances for either the Secretary's job or the first Assistant's
position, told Ickes cryptically that "his attitude remains unchanged." All of this, Ickes told Johnson, is "as clear to me as
mu.
d "32
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Instead of proceeding directly to New York for his scheduled
meeting on February 21, Ickes went first to Washington to talk
with Johnson, Collier, Arthur Mullen, and others before going
to Hyde Park. Exactly what he learned there will not be known
until the Ickes' papers are explored. Buthe did learn from Collier
that Jim Farley had prepared a list of candidates for the Indian
Commissioner's position which included Collier, the Montanan
Harry Mitchell, and Oscar Chapman, and that Senate Majority
leader Joe Robinson of Arkansas was marshaling new strength for
Meritt's candidacy, which Collier had earlier thought was dead.
He also learned that Cutting had definitely refused the Secretary's
position and that he had subsequently "taken the position that
having turned down the post, he should not be active in subordinate assignments." Collier, he learned, was almost frantic over
Cutting's decision to "remain quiescent." Their only hope, Collier
believed, was to find a way to "get the matter securely into Dr.
Frankfurter's hands."33
Ickes, true to his promise to Moley to keep silent about the
nature of his journey, found himself agreeing to go to New York
with Collier to meet with Meriam. Collier's strategy was to arrange
an interview with Moley, the purpose of which would be twofold:
to persuade Moley to "actively seek the advice of the Senate
Progressive group" with regard to all Interior appointments and
"to get Moley to take the initiative in bringing Frankfurter into
the picture as an advisor." On the trip to New York, Ickes also
found himself agreeing to accept the Commissionership "if that
became necessary."34
As Ickes and others have recorded, Roosevelt offered him the
Secretary's job upon his arrival at Hyde Park on Tuesday, February
21, 1933. Moley, who apparently knew nothing in advance of
Roosevelt's intention, has called it "one of the most casual appointments to a Cabinet position in American history," but both Moley
and Arthur Mullen have written that Ickes was the choice of
Bronson Cutting as well as of Hiram Johnson, who had previously
deelinedthe position. Indeed, on the morning of Roosevelt's meeting with Ickes, Roosevelt received a call from Mullen saying he
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had checked again with Johnson and Cutting who assured him
that Ickes was the choice of the Progressive bloc and Roosevelt
subsequently called Johnson who declined to accept the position
himself but warmly recommended Ickes. 35
The appointment of Ickes enhanced but did not ensure Collier's
appointment. Margold's candidacy was eliminated when Ickes, in
consultation with Felix Frankfurter, Louis Brandeis, and Roosevelt, decided to make him Solicitor in the Interior Department.
Lewis Meriam, after support for his candidacy began to swell from
rival Indian defense groups opposed to Collier, declined the honor
in a letter to Ickes in which he stated that the "drive for my appointment as Indian Commissioner" was being carried out without
"my consent or approval," and stated his desire to do nothing
which would "lessen the chances of the appointment of John
Collier as Commissioner." After their withdrawals, Ickes persuaded Senator Wheeler to drop his backing for Harry Mitchell
and on March 23 resolved to meet the candidacy of Edgar Meritt,
whose support had grown significantly, head on. On Saturday,
April I, Ickes went to Roosevelt and informed him that despite
opposition to Collier from old-line Indian defense groups and
despite Senator Robinson's desire to see Arkansas' favorite son,
Edgar Meritt, appointed, he intended to recommend Collier on
Monday. Roosevelt approved, and the final battle commenced. 36
On Monday, April 3, Collier learned from Cutting that Hiram
Johnson had overheard a conversation between McAdoo and Joe
Robinson on the Senate floor, in which McAdoo had promised
that he "would go right down the line with Robinson in behalf of
E. B. Meritt." Immediately Collier contacted McAdoo's secretary
who confirmed that despite his earlier promises to Dr. Haynes to
support Collier, McAdoo had indeed given his endorsement to
"someone else." From Walter Woehlke, Collier learned that in
mid-February McAdoo had secretly promised Oscar Howard, "one
of his most profitable clients," that he would back Howard's
brother, Everette B. Howard, an oil and gas producer and ex-Congressman from Oklahoma who was even more "unsavory" than
Meritt. McAdoo's strategy, Collier deduced, was to promote a dead-
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lock between himself and Meritt so that Howard could be nominated. A few days later, Cutting learned directly from McAdoo
that he would definitely not support Collier's nomination. His investigation of Collier, McAdoo said, had disclosed that Collier was
unknown in California, had never registered to vote, had never
taken part in Democratic politics, and was in McAdoo's words, "an
emigrant and carpetbagger."37
The effect of the Robinson-McAdoo opposition brought out all
the fighting instincts in Harold Ickes, and it also aroused Senator
Wheeler whose support of Collier had heretofore been lukewarm.
On Tuesday, April 4, Collier worked through the night and into
the next day preparing a dossier on Meritt's incompetence. Nathan
Margold then "worked it over" and gave it to Ickes who met with
Robinson and the President at the White House on Tuesday,
April I 1.38 In a dramatic confrontation, Ickes produced the "documentary proof" against Meritt after which Roosevelt turned to
Robinson with the comment: "Well, Joe, you know what I am up
against. Every high brow organization in the country is opposed to
Meritt, and Secretary Ickes, under whom he would have to work,
doesn't want him."39 The following day Ickes transmitted his
official recommendation of Collier to Roosevelt who decided to
"hold it back for a few days while Senator Robinson cools off."
Ickes too thought it wise to make one last attempt to woo McAdoo's
support, but when, on April 14, McAdoo still refused to accede
gracefully to the appointment, Senator Wheeler, angered at McAdoo's stubborness, which he told Collier was "simply a hold-up
for patronage," called the White House and "gave this statement
to President Roosevelt with vigor." Later that same afternoon the
nomination was forwarded to the Senate. After an Easter recess,
Collier was confirmed and sworn in on April2o. 4Q
Would Harold Ickes have opposed Collier's quest for the Indian
Commissionership had he known of Collier's opposition to his own
candidacy earlier in the year? Probably not. On the same day that
Ickes confronted Senator Robinson at the White House, he received a letter from an old friend, Francis C. Wilson, the Santa Fe
attorney who had precipitated the split between Ickes and Collier
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in 1923. Wilson wrote to denounce Collier's appointment on the
ground that "He is by nature a promoter and a propagandist and
not an executive or administrator. He is consistently unable to hold
even-balanced views on any subject. He must be an extremist or
nothing."41 In his reply Ickes dictated what has to be one of the
most penetrating and fair-minded analyses of Collier ever made:
I think you know that I have had serious differences of opinion with
John Collier, the principal one of which in the old days revolved
about yourself. I do believe, however, that no one exceeds him in
knowledge of Indian matters or his sympathy with the point of view
of the Indians themselves. I want some one in that office who is the
advocate of the Indians. The whites can take care of themselves, but
the Indians need some one to protect them from exploitation. I want a
man who will respect their customs and have a sympathetic point of
view with reference to their culture. I want the Indians to be helped
to help themselves. John Collier, with whatever faults of temperament he may have, has to a higher degree than anyone available for
that office, the point of view towards the Indians that I want in a
Commissioner of Indian Affairs.
While conceding that there may be faults of temperament in Collier, I am persuaded that these have been over-emphasized. He has
been an advocate. He has had to fight hard to convince people that
the Indians are entitled to consideration. You know as well as I
that many a hard-hitting lawyer, when he goes on the bench as judge,
looks at things from an entirely different point of view. I believe
John Collier will do the same thing. At any rate I think the experiment is worth trying. 42
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THE MAXWELL CATTLE COMPANY, 1881-1888

MORRIS P. TAYLOR

ON May 19, 1879, a United States patent (quitclaim), based on
the Elkins and Marmon survey of 1877, was issued for the lands of
the Beaubien and Miranda (Maxwell) Grant. It was, in effect, a
relinquishment of 1,714,764.94 acres in Colfax County, New
Mexico, to the Maxwell Land Grant and Railway Company.! This
rather spectacular climax of a long process of confirmation presented alluring pOSSibilities as well as new problems to the grant
claimants. By that time the affairs of the huge property were very
complex, having been involved in domestic and foreign investment, trusteeship, receivership, foreclosure, and reorganization. 2
Not all of this is directly relevant here.
Essential information includes the consolidation of three foreclosure suits in 1878. Frank Remington Sherwin had bought considerable amounts of the company's paper at much below face
value and pressed for foreclosure and reorganization. Thomas A.
Scott and Samuel M. Felton, trustees, sought to foreclose on a first
mortgage and sell the Maxwell Grant, while the Farmer's Loan
and Trust Company of New York desired to do the same with a
second mortgage. The latter two cases were the significant ones,
and in each instance judgment was against the Maxwell Land
Grant and Railway Company.
As a result F. W. Clancy, Master in Chancery of the First Judicial District Court (Colfax County), Territory of New Mexico,
ordered a public sale of "the mortgaged lands, premises, property
and franchises ... mentioned ... in the said two judgments or
decrees or decretal orders" to be held at the door of the county
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courthouse in Cimarron on March 22, 1880. 3 After desultory
bidding, the property was acquired for $1,100,000 by Frank Remington Sherwin and Lucien Birdseye. On the last day of May 1880
Sherwin, Birdseye, and Catherine Mary Birdseye, his wife, conveyed their interests in the Maxwell Grant to the Maxwell Land
Grant Company, organized under the laws of the Kingdom of
The Netherlands as successor to the Maxwell Land Grant and
Railway Company. Sherwin was president of the new corporation. 4
Sherwin, born in Massachusetts, was then about forty-five years
of age. He was a flamboyant speculator and a shrewd, perhaps ruthless, promoter, with experience on Wall Street and in the City of
London, where he had first heard of the attractions of Mexican
land grants. He had been associated with Judge Birdseye in New
York as early as 1866, 5 perhaps "reading law" in the latter's office.
In the winter of 1879-1880 he accepted a managerial position with
the Maxwell Land Grant and Railway Company, then in the
hands of Receiver W. T. Thornton. Sherwin and Birdseye came
out to Cimarron to set up the new company's headquarters, and
president Sherwin expected great profits from the mineral resources of the grant (including coal) and from investments in
cattle raising, The latter, of course, precluded disposal of much of
the grant in smaller, fenced tracts to settlers. 6
It was not long before Frank Remington Sherwin displayed a
lavish life style that may have aroused envy but hardly edified
some of the old-timers in the community. He had previously acquired the Urraca Ranch (formerly known as the Peter Joseph
tract) southwest of Cimarron, where he was developing country
squire tastes, especially for blooded English horses, and he leased
an adjoining tract to put his son, Frank, Jr., in the cow business. 7
By the spring of 1881 a special meeting of the Dutch shareholders
at Amsterdam was convened to consider the "extravagant sums expended by Sherwin, and not accounted for."8 Their concern seems
not to have been so much with personal expenditures per se as with
about 193,196 Dutch guilders of alleged costs for improvements
such as buildings, stables, and fences. The sum was finally approved after strong objections that he had morally, if not legally,
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broken his contract-the "spirit and intention of the contracting
parties" being that Sherwin should have taken improvement costs
upon himself. 9
In January of 188 I people were startled by newspaper reports
of Sherwin's arrest on the charge of trying to defraud the State of
New York by converting to his own use a large draft belonging to
the state. According to the press he was unable to furnish $30,000
bail and was remanded to the Ludlow Street jail. The draft had
been deposited with his New York banking house, Sherwin and
Company. The circumstances of the case are not clear. It appears
that Sherwin and Company and the Bank of North America were
jointly liable; they were beaten in court and the Bank of North
America paid the judgment. Evidently some legal action against
Sherwin continued but the state attorney general finally dropped
it. H)
In the summer of that year Sherwin was in Europe, apparently
in company with his sister, Mrs. E. L. Sheldon, whose husband
was the son of Lionel A. Sheldon, governor of New Mexico Territory from 1881 to 1885.11 Sherwin probably attended a meeting
of the directors of the Maxwell Land Grant Company at the country home of W. F. Ziegelaar, vice-president, at Baarn, The Netherlands. The directors authorized Sherwin, as company president, to
bortow money on the shares of the Raton Coal and Coke Company
and the Aztec Mining Company, Ltd. (and from time to time other
shares in the company treasury), particularly but not exclusively
for buying cattle to graze on the grant. In effect, Sherwin was given
a free hand, only being denied the power to execute a mortgage
upon the estate. 12
After landing from the steamer Adriatic on the evening of June
29, Sherwin spent a few days in New York at the Victoria Hotel
and made a trip to Boston to see Frank Higginson, of the prominent banking house of Lee, Higginson and Company, and
William B. Strong, recently promoted to the presidency of the
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad. 1s In other words, he
lost no time in trying to borrow money and promote his plans for
the Maxwell Grant. He professed to see a very bright future, and
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apparently he was trying to manipulate the markets for Maxwell
shares. 14 In a remarkably candid letter to two Dutch investors,
Sherwin warned them not to get caught selling Maxwell shares
after having bought them heavily, and then said:
All outside commissions that you may pay for the purpose of misleading the public will be approved by me as I have always been accustomed to derive great advantages from such manipulations; indeed
in former years when manipulating this market if I were buying I
was supposed to be selling, and if I were selling heavily it was always
through strange and unthought of channels while my regular and
known Brokers were buying. 15

Sherwin's own correspondence pretty well substantiates the later
opinions of some of his colleagues about his character.
Heading for Cimarron and the Urraca Ranch about the middle
of August 188 I, Sherwin planned to stay there several monthsnot in isolation but with house guests and much conviviality. He
was looking forward to entertaining Lord Rosemore, chairman of
the board of the Aztec Gold Mining Company, and Colonel W. H.
Reynolds, a Maxwell Land Grant Company director and an organizer of the U. S. Freehold Land and Emigration Company
which dominated the adjoining Sangre de Cristo (Lee and Beaubien) Grant. 16 Late in the month one of Sherwin's guests was
the famous African explorer, Paul B. Du Chaillu, who was thinking of writing articles or a book about the Cimarron country and
wanted to talk with pioneer Thomas O. Boggs. 17
The idea of organizing the Maxwell Cattle Company to operate
the Grant company's cattle interests was claimed by Frank Remington Sherwin. 18 This may, of course, be true. The general plan
of organization was set by late September 188 I, and articles of incorporation under the laws of New Mexico were sent to Santa Fe
for approval. Preliminary arrangements made, the board of directors of the Maxwell Cattle Company met for the first time on
October 3 under the chairmanship of Henry M. Porter, with Frank
Springer acting as secretary. The other directors present were
Sherwin, Manley M. Chase, and Harry Whigham. Balloting put
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Sherwin in the presidency and Springer in the vice-presidency,
while Whigham became secretary and Porter treasurer. Sherwin
was then empowered to make an agreement with Manley M.
Chase to serve as general manager. This was completed on March
13, 1882, for five years retroactive to January I and carrying a
salary of $5,000 per annum. 19
Frank Springer had been attorney for the old Maxwell Land
Grant and Railway Company, and was to achieve much of his subsequent distinguished reputation in lawsuits involving the new
Maxwell Land Grant Company.20 As early as 1873 Harry Whigham started his long association with the Maxwell Grant in the
capacity of secretary pro tern of the Maxwell Land Grant and Railway Company.21 Treasurer Henry M. Porter, a Denver financier,
had been a Cimarron merchant-banker and a director of the Maxwell Land Grant and Railway Company following the resignation
of General William J. Palmer in February 1872.22 Sherwin was
very pleased to have Porter as an officer and stockholder because
of his high standing in business circles west of the Missouri
River. 23 Manley M. Chase was greatly valued as general manager
on the strength of his fine reputation among western cattlemen. 24
Porter and Chase were allowed to hold a few shares of stock to
encourage their diligence in behalf of the cattle company, but
Sherwin assured officials of the Maxwell Land Grant Company
that the gxeat majority of the shares would be held by the grant
company. Capitalized at $1,000,000, "the active operation of the
Cattle Company will be commenced almost immediately," Sherwin informed W. F. Ziegelaar, the grant company vice-president
in The Netherlands. 25 But Sherwin's prideful ebullience was premature, and eight months later the Maxwell Land Grant directors
noted that aside from "the necessary preliminary arrangements in
this affair [the cattle company] nothing worth mentioning has
happened," but they were hopeful of the future. After all, the
venture in cattle was central to their plans for reorganization. 26
A lease of the grazing rights on the Maxwell Land Grant
(excepting about 350,000 acres) was given for a one dollar per
annum rental to the Maxwell Cattle Company by the Maxwell
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Land Grant Company on October I I, 1881. 27 The immediate and
central problem was to stock the range with cattle, and that required considerable sums of money. It will be recalled that the
Maxwell board in Holland had authorized borrowing on the stock
shares of the Raton Coal and Coke Company and the Aztec
Mining Company. Probably because the amount obtainable by
that means was insufficient more ambitious schemes were developed, and Sherwin seems to have operated almost singlehandedly
as a promoter. It is difficult to say whether he acted with unwarranted independence or was given a carte blanche by the directors.
And the reader should bear in mind that Sherwin also was president of the Maxwell Land Grant Company.
The scene of promotional activity was London in the fall of
1882. That year the City saw extensive nnancial involvement in
cattle companies to function in the American West, a phenomenon
that was already signincant in Scottish centers of capital such as
Edinburgh and Dundee. 28 Sherwin's plan was to issue bonds of
the Maxwell Cattle Company based on its grazing lease of the
grant. Trustees of the bondholders were to choose three members
of the cattle company board, which was increased from nve to
eight members. Sherwin secured some important men to act as
trustees. Foremost was John Guthrie Smith, who bore the title of
Sheriff of the Counties of Aberdeen, Kincardine, and Banff in that
part of the United Kingdom called Scotland. 29 More to the point
was the fact that Smith was chairman of the giant, Scottish-controlled Prairie Land and Cattle Company, Ltd., and of the Scottish-American Mortgage Company which had important business
interests in Illinois. Smith was expected to be the most active of
the British trustees and was given a yearly salary of 1,000 guineas.
The Prairie Company, one of the largest cattle enterprises in the
West, had ranges on the public domain in southeastern Colorado, northeastern New Mexico, and the Texas Panhandle, its
Cross L division being east of the Maxwell Grant. The English
Duke of Manchester and the Scottish Earl of Rosslyn accepted
trusteeships, the duke also being a director of the Powder River
Cattle Company, Ltd., in Wyoming Territory. Two Americans
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agreed to serve in behalf of the Maxwell Cattle Company bondholders: William B. Strong, president of the Atchison, Topeka
and Santa Fe Railroad, and William Dowd, president of the
Hannibal and St. Joseph Railway and the Bank of North
America.30
Soon after, Sherwin, under authority from the cattle company
board, persuaded the London banking house of Hume Webster,
Hoare and Company to Boat a loan for [200,000 (about $1,000,000) by marketing the eight per cent first mortgage bonds.
These bankers had recently helped to organize another big
venture, the Cattle Ranche and Land Company, Ltd., with ranges
in the Texas Panhandle adjacent to those of the Prairie Company.31
Everything seemed ready for acquisition of cattle when the
Dutch members of the Maxwell Land Grant Company board in
Holland lodged a protest. They complained that the lease to the
Maxwell Cattle Company had been made without their knowledge. They expressed their anger, futilely it would seem, by
revoking their resolution empowering Sherwin to borrow on
shares in the company's treasury.32 Evidently there was little else
they could do. Disillusionment with Sherwin's dual presidency
grew so rapidly among the Dutch that in January of 1883 an
attempt was made to remove him from office. 33 The main source of
friction was 10,000 shares of Maxwell Cattle Company stock
ordered sent to Amsterdam. Sherwin turned in only 7,250 unsigned shares; the grant company board demanded the remaining
2,750 shares. Most of these, it turned out, had been given to
favored persons at thirty per cent of value. 34 Harry Whigham
later revealed that these shares "had been assigned for a consideration."35
Henry M. Porter
1,000 shares
Manley M. Chase. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. . . .. 250 "
Harry Whigham
250
"
Frank Springer
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 250 "
Frank Sherwin

1,000

"
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Whigham gave a plausible explanation, and claimed that Sherwin
had not signed the shares because they never reached him in
Europe, but it appears that the Dutch directors were fed up and
would not deal with Sherwin any longer or any more than they
had to. In this instance however, Sherwin may have been a victim
of timing and misunderstanding. He offered to make restitution,
although there is no record of how he proposed to do SO.36
An obvious way to start a Maxwell herd was to buyout cattlemen who were running livestock on the grant. Lonny Horn, of
Trinidad, Colorado, was one of the first to agree to sell, contracting
his herd (estimated at I 1,000 head) for the price of $275,000. The
well-known H brand (often called the Long H) of the Maxwell
Cattle Company derived from Horn's H brand, which was actually registered in his wife's name in 1872.37 That was in February,
and in early March Henry M. Porter arranged to buy from another
Trinidad cattleman, Dr. Wilson L. South, an estimated 2,500 to
3,000 head of his HU and KLM brands for $55,000. Funds from
London were required to cover the purchases, and it was then that
Hume Webster, Hoare and Company started to procrastinate.
The bankers held back, pending a report on some legal points concerning the income bonds,38 but in retrospect it appears that they
seized upon a technicality to obscure lack of success in marketing
the bonds. The delay was irritating because prompt closing of the
deals would have influenced other ranchers with cattle to sell.
Secretary Whigham wrote to J. Hume Webster that better bargains
could be obtained if further purchases could be made prior to May
I-that is, before the calves were born and prices went Up.39 Some
ranchers who thought of selling to the Maxwell Cattle Company
were "squatters," men who questioned the validity of the Maxwell
Grant title, and to buy them out would be good riddance for the
grant claimants. 4Q
The core of the cattle-purchase plans was the Horn and South
herds. Another offered by another Trinidad man, Michael Lenhart, increased by $50,000 the amount needed from Hume
Webster, Hoare and Company. Lenhart wanted his money by the
end of July, and according to Sherwin, Horn was getting restive
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because payment had been delayed. 41 It had been agreed that Horn
and South would retain control of their herds (together estimated
at between 12,000 and 13,000 head, not counting that year's
calves) until the money was paid. The deals included 400 head of
horses and eight ranches off the Maxwell Grant,42 By mid-May
1883 the Maxwell Cattle Company was committed to a total of
$430,000 in cattle purchases, but only $ 160,000 had been remitted
from London. 43
It was suspected in Cimarron that bond sales were doing poorly.
This was confirmed in a July letter from Hume Webster, Hoare
and Company, blaming public reports of the rift between Sherwin
and the Dutch directors of the Maxwell Land Grant Company.
Sherwin rejected the explanation and pointed out to J. Hume
Webster that the cattle company was an American (New Mexico)
corporation; therefore no amount of dissension within the Dutchorganized Maxwell Land Grant Company would have any bearing
on the Maxwell Cattle Company. In conclusion he predicted an
amicable settlement and noted that W. F. Ziegelaar, vice-president
of the Maxwell Land Grant Company, was then in Cimarron to
discuss the situation. 44 But Sherwin's sanguineness was ill-founded.
Ziegelaar and another director, the Baron de Constant Rebecque,
were there to get rid of Sherwin, and they secured his resignation
by offering him an attractive contract. Its main stipulation was a
payment of $675,000 in installments for his 3,000 shares in the
Maxwell Land Grant Company; as security 5,800 shares of Maxwell Cattle Company stock were placed under the trusteeship of
Henry M. Porter and Frank Springer.45 Sherwin relinquished his
presidencies, and Porter was elected to succeed him as president
of the cattle company in the fall of 1883.46
Thus ended the Sherwin regime, terminating what the Dutch
directors of the Maxwell Land Grant Company regarded as his
"repeated delinquencies"47 and "strange notions of property and
right."48 Since none of his colleagues in London or New Mexico
came vigorously to his defense, the criticisms by the Dutch probably were deserved. Perhaps a statement many years later by Henry
M. Porter is a fair summary. He said that Sherwin "tried to exploit
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the mines, the farming, the sheep and cattle raising on other
people's money, largely on mine, as he had none of his own."41l
Porter's reference to his own money was based on the fact that
he personally paid off the $30,000 balance due to South and Lenhart. It was also arranged that he would purchase the Hom cattle,
with the Maxwell Cattle Company having the right to resume the
purchase within one year after paying Porter the principal with
interest, plus expenses and $5,000 for his trouble and risk. As it
turned out, Porter was very lenient, allowing the company's possession and management to be extended indefinitely and permitting payment on the Horn notes whenever the company could do
so.r;o Pels, however, took the attitude that Porter's risk really was
minimal; that he was secured by a chattel mortgage; and that he
benefited from herd increase with no expense for grazing or
management.51
Efforts to shore up the over-extended Maxwell Cattle Company
were no more than temporary safeguards. In letters to Hume
Webster, Hoare and Company and J. Guthrie Smith, Whigham.
noted that the cattle company and Porter together owned between
19,000 and 20,000 head of good cattle and that "the deferred
payments [were] in such shape that we have no doubt of our
ability to meet them."52 He thought that the local management
should inspire confidence, and he stressed the need for Hume
Webster, Hoare and Company to place as many of the unsold
bonds as possible. If the cattle company could get the proceeds
from one-half the unsold bonds during the winter, future success
would be assured, but if the bankers could not come through with
the money, then the cattle company would have to look elsewhere
for funds. 53 On January I, 1884, Whigham submitted the following statement of cattle purchased and branded by the Maxwell
Cattle Company; 54
April1883

"
"

W. L. South
M. Lenhart
L. Hom

2,500
2,500
10,765
15,76 5
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Branded in 1883

3,600
19>36 5
Sold in 1883 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 865
Now on range
18,500

The cattle sold for beef brought $27,462.26.55
Hume Webster, Hoare and Company made a slight gesture of
providing funds in January by informing Henry M. Porter,
treasurer of the cattle company, that he could draw on them at
sixty days sight for $25,000 ([5,000); apparently as an explanation, the bankers told him of the uncertainty caused by items about
Sherwin's business affairs appearing in the English press. 56 The
amount of money made available had little relation to the realities
of the cattle company's indebtedness. 57 Help was sought in other
quarters and by different means. One of the first steps was to give
a place on the board and one share of stock to Willard R. Green. 58
He was no novice in the western cattle business, but it does not
appear that he was highly successful. He was American manager
of the Prairie Land and Cattle Company, Ltd., and, with other
officials of that company, he had been unsuccessful in launching
another big undertaking in Texas-the Union Land and Cattle
Company-in 1883.59
Although the subject of this paper is the Maxwell Cattle Company, the reader should be aware that its fortunes were intertwined
to a considerable degree with those of the Maxwell Land Grant
Company, even though one was a New Mexico corporation and
the other a Dutch one. A contract with Willard R. Green, agreed
upon at Kansas City, Missouri, on April 30, 1884, was made by
the Maxwell Land Grant Company. Ziegelaar, Mattson, and
Whigham were present, the latter two each carrying a proxy. It
was a complicated and rather nebulous arrangement "to relieve
the Company from its present financial embarrassments, and to
secure from the creditors of the Company a postponement, if possible, of the enforcement of their claims," and by it the company
acknowledged its indebtedness to Green for $100,000. 60 Only
those parts relevant to the history of the Maxwell Cattle Company
will be dealt with here. Let it be said, however, that astonishment
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and disbelief were prevalent when the terms of the contract were
known. 61
Green was to obtain from Frank Remington Sherwin a delay
until April I, 1885, of the sale of the 5,800 shares of Maxwell
Cattle Company stock held in trust for him under his contract of
August 23, 1883. Springer and others felt that this part of the
Green contract served to substantiate the Sherwin contract by the
Maxwell Land Grant Company.62
In an attempt to improve the financial condition of the Maxwell
Cattle Company, Porter, Springer, Green, Chase, and Whigham
(holders of more than two-thirds of the capital stock), at a directors' meeting on February 24, 1884, unanimously resolved: 63
That the capital stock of this Company be, and the same hereby is,
increased to one million seven hundred and fifty thousand dollars,
divided into seventeen thousand five hundred shares of one hundred
dollars each; of which seven hundred and fifty thousand dollars may
be preferred shares.

The amount of capital stock actually paid in was $ I ,000,000, and
the debts and liabilities of the cattle company stood at $448,688.64
Whigham informed Hume Webster, Hoare and Company that
the issue of preferred shares was in lieu of the unsold mortgage
bonds, which the public had been so slow in taking, and the
trustees were asked to suspend bond sales. The stockholders of the
Maxwell Cattle Company at the time were: 65
Henry M. Porter
1,999 shares
Manley M. Chase . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 417
Harry Whigham
250
Frank Springer
250
Maxwell Land Grant Company
. . . .. 833
Duke of Manchester . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 50
Earl of Rosslyn
50
J. Guthrie Smith
250
Hume Webster, Hoare & Co.
100
H. M. Porter
·
} trustees
·5,800
Fran k Spnnger
1
Willard R. Green
10,000 shares
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The affairs of the Maxwell Land Grant Company were in such
a disastrous state in mid-March 1884 that the grant was purchased
at tax sale by Henry M. Porter for the Maxwell Cattle Company,
for back taxes amounting to $7,000, "in order to strengthen its title,
in case of failure of the Land Grant Company to redeem the property, which it may do within three years. 66 Frank Springer thought
the grant company would recover the property, and he pressed the
point that the financial difficulties of the Maxwell Land Grant
Company had nothing to do with the Maxwell Cattle Company.
To get on with the cattle business was of prime importance, and
he outlined to J. Guthrie Smith the problem and the solution as
he saw it:
If we were furnished with $100,000 we could relieve the company
of its worst embarrassments and pay the balance then remaining due
on the cattle purchased out of .the proceeds of the beef sales . . .
the Directors would be glad to have the sale of bonds continued,
provided that they can be assured that the funds realized can be
made available ,for the purposes of the .company. . .. . It is scarcely
necessary to 'say that the operations of Hume Webster, Hoare & Co.
have not been satisfactory to the Directors. One of the considerations
upon which they were entrusted with the sale of bonds was that the
entire proceeds, less 10% for expenses &c, should be deposited at
once with the Trustees to be used in purchasing cattle. No attention
seems to have been paid to this. Bonds to the amount of about
$220,000 have been placed at the disposal ,6f the company, and
$65,000, or about 30% retained by the Financial agents. In other
words, for the use of $155,000 we have paid $65,000 or a premium
of over 40% in cash, besides $45,000 in stock, and upon this we
have also to pay interest on $220,000-or over II% on the money
received. Were it for anything except the cattle business, this one
transaction would bring bankruptcy and ruin. If Messrs. Hume
Webster, Hoare & Co. will furnish money to the amount of $50,000
to $100,000, so that we can have use of the funds within 60 or 90
days
we shall be willing for them to continue the sale of
bonds
[but not] in the former manner, nor at any additional
expense other than the agreed commission.61

Springer sent a statement of receipts and disbursements by the
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cattle company of money from the trustees of the bondholders, as
well as a statement of its liabilities: 68
.
Receipts and Disbursements
Received from Hume Webster, Hoare & Co
Paid to L. Horn
$75,000
Paid to W. L. South
$45,000
Paid to M. Lenhart
$30,000
Expenses for purchase
and care of cattle
$5,000
$155,000
Liabilities
Balance due South
Balance due Lenhart
Balance due Horn
including interest etc.

$155,000

$155,000
$10,000
$16,000
$210,000

"A flattering success" with "reasonable financial support" was
Springer's prediction for the Maxwell Cattle Company,69 but it
did not work out. The reasons for failure are difficult to ascertain
amid the conflict of interests and the mutual recriminations that
appeared before and after April I, 1885, the date when some big
obligations of both the Maxwell Cattle Company and the Maxwell
Land Grant Company fell due. Some grant company people felt
that the cattle company directors had neither pushed the bonds on
the London market nor hastened to issue the new preferred
shares. 7o The debenture loan in London had "almost completely
failed."71 In their own defense Hume Webster, Hoare and Company blamed very sluggish market conditions: 72
All we can say is that times have been extremely against us; for instance Messrs Baring Brothers, a few weeks ago, issued here the
Bonds of the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad, a first-class
security but the issue was a total failure and indeed ever since about
the time we issued the Maxwell Cattle Company's Bonds nothing has
been taken here that would not bear examining round every corner
and much that had been thoroughly examined and stood the examination has not taken.
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A favorable feature that J. Guthrie Smith saw for the Maxwell
Cattle Company was that it had land as well as cattle-a reference
to its large grazing acreage, privately owned; this view doubtless
was prompted by land tenure difficulties on the public domain
experienced by the Prairie Land and Cattle Company to which he
was so closely tied. 13 Many other investors in cattle were taking advantage of the potential strength of ranges based on Mexican or
Spanish land grants of the Southwest,74 and elsewhere cattle interests were looking to tracts available from railroads which had
received grants of public lands along their rights of way.15 Security
of land tenure, however, did not guarantee success in the Maxwell
Cattle Company's case; too many extraneous factors were pulling
against it.
J. Guthrie Smith's chairmanship of the Prairie Land and Cattle
Company ended in the spring of 1884, following a power struggle
within the big Scottish corporation. Late that summer Willard R.
Green resigned as manager because of continuing intracompany
disagreements. Evidence indicates that Smith and Green were on
opposite sides in the controversies. 76
The most enigmatic feature of the whole Maxwell Cattle Company business is the role of Willard R. Green in its affairs. Green's
association with the company probably came through Henry M.
Porter, with whom he had other business connections and fairly
close personal relations. 71 This may explain Porter's lack of criticism
of Green and his methods; if not, then Porter must have regarded
Green's contract with the Maxwell Land Grant Company, however unfortunate and outlandish (the Dutch point of view put
mildly),78 as a fact and perhaps enforceable.
On November 10, 1884, Harry Whigham, secre.tary, gave a
receipt to Willard R. Green for a $ 10,000 loan that was to draw
10% interest from date. Preferred shares of the Maxwell Cattle
Company, par value $30,000, were delivered to Green. These
were to be returned and were charged against him at 90 cents on
the dollar. 79 About the same time Hume Webster, Hoare and Company proposed a new English firm to raise money for the Maxwell
Cattle Company, the property (meaning the Maxwell Grant which
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had been acquired on tax sale) to be transferred to the new organization. 80 The scheme was not developed.
Evidently Green was expected to accomplish a delaying action
for the Maxwell Cattle Company. Vice-president Frank Springer
said that its problems would not be worked out in less than five
years. 81 Early in 1885 Green went to London and Amsterdam to
raise money for the Maxwell Cattle Company, and also to negotiate
with the Dutch about the nearly bankrupt Maxwell Land Grant
Company, of which he was a principal creditor and which the
Dutch bondholders were trying to save by thorough reorganization.
The views of the Dutch about the Sherwin contract were extremely
negative, and in Great Britain cattle company matters brought such
argument, strongly tinged with personal animosities (some deriving from old Prairie Cattle Company quarrels), that the trusteeship of the mortgage bonds collapsed completely. All of the trustees
except J. Guthrie Smith resigned, leaving him in an untenable
position. 82 Something of the acrimony can be seen in Green's postscript to his letter to J. Hume Webster, June 4, 1885 :83
I see you want me to resign. Cannot you put Smith up to something
else. Would'nt [sic] like the earth would you? Might get it fenced
in.
'

The Dutch holders of the Maxwell income bonds took a major
step in their rescue operation in February 1885, when they organized the seven-man Maxwell Land Grant Committee, which, in
turn, would be represented by Martinus Petrus Pels as their true
and lawful attorney in the United States. Businessman and former
U. S. consul at Batavia, Netherlands Indies,84 Pels had developed
some strong views-doubtless reflecting those of the committeeabout the Maxwell Cattle Company, starting with the alleged illegality of the Sherwin contract. By the end of the year Pels had
compiled a list of objections to the setup of the Maxwell Cattle
Company. He questioned the legality of the grazing lease of the
grant, and he claimed that terms of the lease had not been carried
out by the cattle company. Nor, according to Pels, had the stipulations of the trust deed been fulfilled. He was not sure that all
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arrangements with Hume Webster, Hoare and Company were
known, and he felt that giving preferred shares to Green as collateral was illegal. And finally, the position of J. Guthrie Smith as
the only trustee was indefensible.85
Although Pels was convinced that circumstances gave "the
Maxwell Land Grant Company full power to insist upon cancelling the lease,"86 he was not trying to liquidate cattle-raising on
the grant but to bring it under the control of the Maxwell Land
Grant Company. Nor was he inflexible in the face of existing conditions. He thought that the Sherwin contract was wrong, and he
would pay Sherwin as little as possible; yet he agreed with Porter
that a sale of Maxwell cattle shares in Sherwin's favor (in accordance with the contract) should be delayed until Green had time to
reach a compromise.87
The Maxwell Land Grant Committee (or the Syndicate of
Holland Bankers, as Harry Whigham referred to them) was prepared to invest rather heavily in cattle. Whigham was asked his
opinion of how much revenue an investment of $250,000 might
bring. The money would be used to buy cattle already on the grant,
and Pels wanted to know how many Maxwell cattle were on the
range. Whigham believed that such an investment would bring
about $30,000 worth of beef if average-run cattle and more steers
were bought; he estimated the Maxwell cattle at 16,000 head. 88
Then he asked Manley M. Chase, manager of the Maxwell Cattle
Company, to send Pels a more complete report together with his
own view of the future.
Chase complied, and his letter gives a good idea of operational
problems. He neither supported nor denied the 16,000-head estimate, saying that the cattle bought had not been counted-"bought
range delivery," in other words. He told Pels that he had calculated
the combined South and Lenhart herds as numbering only 3,800
to 4,000 head, (which was at least a thousand fewer than given in
Whigham's report for 1883). Chase also felt that the Hom herd
had been overestimated, but he gave no figure of his own. Whigham used the number 10,765. The figures and explanations that
Chase gave for the coming year were not encouraging. Only about
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1,000 to 1,200 steers could be gathered for market, because many
from the South and Lenhart herds had been sold soon after purchase, and probably not many more than 1,850 Hom steers were
available. Quite a few rounded up the previous year had been lost
because of a poor system of handling day herds. Just what he
meant by that, Chase did not say.
A severe winter (1883-1884) had caused a serious loss of bulls,
sixty of which had been purchased for use in 1884, so the cattle
company faced a continued short calf crop and curtailment of
profits. Only 1,299 calves were branded in 1884, which prompted
Pels to inquire, rather euphemistically, if any of the company cowboys had made mistakes in branding. Chase doubted that, since in
a general roundup, branding had taken place "under the observation of the entire neighborhood." In 1883, 3,600 calves (presumably) had been branded. 89
It is impossible to give accurate figures of livestock and money
because sources vary, although the discrepancies usually are small.
Chase, for example, said that total sales had brought in $87,615.93
(862 yearlings @ $19.50 plus 2,376 steers @ $29.80) and Pels
later submitted the figure of $86,862.82. The latter figure is
matched within a few cents by totalling the cattle sales for 1883
and 1884 given in the company record-$86,862.43. 90 The writer's
computation yields the sum of $87,613.80.
Chase said that matters would have been much better if right
amounts of money had come from Hume Webster, Hoare and
Company:
In case we could be furnished with the necessary means to put ourselves in possession of the herds located upon the property, I see no
reason why we should not make large profits . . . as I consider the
range superior to the average range of the country . . . It is my
opinion that $300,000 to $350,000 carefully and economically invested would secure most of the cattle upon the range, and give us
possession of most of the range, and put our business within a very
short time in a satisfactory and profitable condition. 9l
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Chase's simplistic, though probably correct, appraisal of the Maxwell Cattle Company was lost in the complexities of negotiations
involving Americans, Dutch, English, and Scots, and, of course,
the current expenses of the company continued to mount. It was
understood that the trustees had enough money to pay the $50,000
interest due on the bonds, but for on-the-scene expenses in New
Mexico, Chase borrowed $12,000 from a Las Vegas bank. Willard
R. Green was having little success in London and Amsterdam, and
the Maxwell Committee threatened legal action. Henry M. Porter
felt that M. P. Pels was pretty much bluff and bluster, and he agreed
with Green that the cattle company directors should sit tight-a
response that was clearly irritating to the Dutch. 92
J. Guthrie Smith had told Pels, apparently in London, that if
the Maxwell Committee could not settle with the Americans (the
Maxwell Cattle Company directors) the trustees would try to take
possession of the leased land, the cattle, and the equipment and
transfer it all to a new Maxwell Land and Cattle Company. If
settlement were made, then the cattle company should be recast as
a Dutch, or English, or Anglo-Dutch company. If the Maxwell
Land Grant Company should payoff the existing cattle bonds, the
trusteeship, of course, would cease. If not, then new bonds to the
amount of [200,000 should be issued. 93
In late 1885, J. Guthrie Smith gave his power of attorney to
J. Duncan Smith (presumably his son or brother) and sent him to
the United States to take any action in behalf of the trust he might
deem advisable, especially to forestall any adverse action by the
Dutch. He evidently had the impression that the Maxwell Cattle
Company's disabilities were largely the fault of the Americans.
That idea was countered by Frank Springer, vice-president, in a
strong letter and in a conference with J. Duncan Smith at Trinidad, Colorado, the operational headquarters of the Prairie Cattle
Company, in which Smith apparently retained a financial interest. 94 After a detailed resume to show that blame rested with the
trustees and Hume Webster, Hoare and Company, Springer concluded his letter:
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If these gentlemen will exhibit a little of the zeal for the company
that has been shown by some of the directors on this side, and be
willing to forbear a portion of their claims till a more auspicious time,
as has been done over here, they may save themselves and us the
impending trouble, and tide over the danger until relief can be found
in some way. But if, after exacting the uttermost farthing upon their
side, they propose to try to wreck the company because we cannot
perform an impossibility, I say to you that we shall defend our position
by every means in our power, and leave it to those, who have invested
their money in these bonds, to say eventually, who is to blame for the
misfortunes that shall follow. 95

Springer pointed out that Willard R. Green had loaned $10,000;
Henry M. Porter had advanced a total of $155,000 ($5°,000
twice and a $5,000 interest payment); Manley M. Chase had
taken notes instead of cash for the greater part of his salary. Such
diligence was necessary because of the £60,000 realized from the
mortgage bonds only £33,000 had been sent to the company, the
remaining £27,000 having "been withheld to pay interest, salaries
of trustees, expenses, fees and commissions of enormous and unreasonable amounts."96
Shortly after that Pels, who was in Denver, spoke of "the disastrous situation of the cattle company,"91 listing the outstanding
liabilities as: $8,000 on the Lenhart purchase; $7,500 on the South
purchase; $86,000 on the Horn herd; $8,000 to Chase for salary;
$6,000 to a Las Vegas bank; $ 15,000 to the Maxwell Land Grant
Company (with interest) for taxes, fencing, and improvements.
And in a sworn affidavit Henry M. Porter said that debts and
liabilities exceeded assets by $58,591.°4, while a total of $60,000
in various payments would come due on January I, 1886. 98
"This horrid state of things" caused the Maxwell Land Grant
Committee to want "to wipe out this cattle company" or at least to
force it into bankruptcy.99 To achieve that the committee sought
an injunction against Hume Webster, Hoare and Company to prevent the sale of any more bonds. The London bankers had aroused
the ire of the Americans and the Dutch by threatening to sell the
lease and the cattle pledged to the bondholders if the January in-
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terest were not paid by the fourteenth of the month. loo Springer
and Pels stood together to fight any attempt in London to foreclose
on the Maxwell Cattle Company and put it into receivership;
their defense was that Hume Webster, Hoare and Company had
illegally withheld money from the cattle company, thereby bringing it to its perilous state. And Pels and the Committee welcomed
the threatened litigation because it might so frighten the London
bondholders that the Committee could buy the bonds for 75% or
less. Springer and Porter were not unaware of the Committee proposal to force the cattle company into bankruptcy. Essentially the
same thing had been tried with the Maxwell Land Grant Company, but the American directors brought suit and forced it into
receivership in August 1885, with Harry Whigham as receiver. lol
The Sherwin and Green contracts, which were anathema to the
Maxwell Committee, were obstacles to compromise and settlement.
Porter and Springer stood by the contracts because substantial sums
were in jeopardy and both of them were trustees. of the 5,800
cattle shares pledged to Sherwin as security. For Porter, surVival of
the company was a sine qua non. It was Springer's opinion that on
April I, 1885, the Sherwin contract, within the compromise terms
of the Green contract, could force payment of about $700,000 by
sale of cattle shares and other securities. Green was entitled to
collect $100,000. And with additional claims due, the aggregate
was over $900,000, not counting some other debts of the cattle
company. Of course, the members of the Committee were angry
and worried, but Porter's biographer has rightly pointed out that
the contracts were made by Dutchmen to solve problems created
by Dutch directors. With that in mind, the moral protestations of
Pels, Van Lint, and other pro-Dutch writers sound less than
genuine. lo2
In 1886 Frank Remington Sherwin was in great need of money,
and he assigned his interest in part of the 5,800 cattle shares (held
in trust) to his former associate, Lucien Birdseye. 103 Porter said
that Sherwin was as "hard up as the D--I," and he doled out
$4,000 to Sherwin, who claimed he needed it to feed his family.
In August, Sherwin was in Chihuahua, Mexico, claiming, accord-
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ing to Porter, that he was starving because Porter and Green would
not supply him with money. The reference to Green is not clear,
but it apparently was based on another contract by which Green
tried to secure the Sherwin contract with shares in the Raton Coal
and Coke Company.104
The infighting and wrangling over the Maxwell Cattle Company was ancillary to the larger struggle for reorganization and
control of the Maxwell Land Grant Company. Prolonged "litigation of doubtful value," as Porter put it, was averted by a hopefully permanent agreement on October 10, 1885, a part of which
was a decision to put $500,000 in cash and $ 15°,000 in bonds into
cattle purchases. Cash payments were to be made for the $48,000
principal and interest due on the Hom cattle notes paid by Porter
and $70,000 for 1,617 cattle company shares held by Porter, Chase,
and Springer. In June of 1886 Springer informed Pels that they
were willing to take bonds at par instead of cash. That represented
a considerable change by Porter, who had wanted to be fully paid
off and relieved of obligations to other parties in the cattle company
business. 105
The Dutch managed to reach an accord with Green, whom they
regarded as especially unscrupulous with them, for the reason that
"he had, de facto, advanced some money to officers of the now
bankrupt [Maxwell Land Grant] Company, and that the amount
paid to him now in the shape of a commission showed a very
large reduction from what he claimed before."lo6 In other words,
for the sake of clearing up a very bothersome side issue, they
partially paid off on a contract that they thought was illegal in
many respects.
The even more odious Sherwin contract remained as a barrier to
final reorganization. Bitterness was especially strong because of the
many Sherwin-incurred debts which the Dutch paid off; to
Springer, Pels wrote: "I tell you candidly that it was with a bleeding heart that I saw the money of those poor innocent Dutch
people, collected by assessment, used to pay the consequences of
terrible mismanagement and contracted debts. mOT Pels saw no
legality to the Sherwin contract, but again the Maxwell Committee
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members were willing to give it de facto recognition in order to
remove the obstacle. He strongly disapproved of devoting $500,000
in cash and $150,000 in bonds to cattle purchases, feeling that
Springer, Porter, Whigham, Green and others were placing their
interests in the Sherwin contract with little regard for the future
of the reorganized company. lOB Green was still in on the Sherwin
contract despite his settlement with the Maxwell Land Grant
Company.
The winter and spring of 1885-1886 brought serious losses to the
Maxwell Cattle Company. A violent blizzard had swept across
southeastern Colorado, northeastern New Mexico, and the Texas
Panhandle, and spring weather exacted a high toll of calves. lo9
Pels was critical of the 1886 report of the Maxwell Cattle Company, saying that it was not a balance sheet but Simply a statement
of receipts and expenditures. But in view of his complaint a few
months before that no one prepared annual reports, it was an improvement. Negotiations with the British bondholders dragged on
because, according to Pels, their Scottish and London attorneys
cared more about continued fees than a compromise, and because
J. Guthrie Smith wanted to put part of the Prairie Company's
cattle on the Maxwell range. 110 In a letter to Whigham, Pels found
himself wishing that the miserable cattle company did not exist,
but he was not against a large cattle operation on the Maxwell
Grant. The declining fortunes of the western cattle industry were
seen in company sales figures for 1885 and 1886: in 1885, 618
head were sold for $14,572.27, and in 1886,828 head brought only
$11,887.88.1l1 Yet early in 1887 he advised the Committee to
spend an available $40,000 on Texas cattle. He recommended
using for them a separate brand from that of the Maxwell Cattle
Company, "for prudence sake, as some difficulty might spring
Up."1l2 His suggestion that purchases should be made was inspired
by Manley M. Chase's opinion that not over 11,000 head with the
company's well-known Long H and other brands would be found
on the grant. llS
In the late summer of 1886 deadlock over the Sherwin contract
brought several of the chief contestants to Denver, Colorado, the
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business location of the company's chief creditor, Henry M.
Porter, and the Hughes (Bela M. and Charles J., Jr.) law firm,
representing the Maxwell Land Grant Committee. Sherwin and
his lawyer, Judge Birdseye, were there. Sherwin took a rather
ridiculous position: there could be no settlement of his contract
because it was void, not having been properly executed. Therefore
he claimed that he still was president of the Maxwell Cattle Company and demanded the original shares. However debatable Sherwin's tactics were, it must be admitted that the possibility of his
realizing about a half million dollars was good reason for hanging
on to his chances. J. Guthrie Smith had come to the United States,
and in Denver he said that if he could not settle with the Dutch, he
would propose raising $500,000 for cattle purchases and revive the
prospects of the cattle company. He was paid little heed because he
was alone as trustee of the cattle company bonds.1l4 The Denver
negotiations wavered and came to nothing. In mid-October, Sherwin was thought to have backed down from his extreme position,
but late in the month he and Green were still holding out. ll5
In the spring of 1887 the Dutch planned to reorganize by creating a new Maxwell Land and Cattle Company, to be set up under
the laws of either New York or Colorado (with its principal office
in Denver and a branch in New Mexico),1l6 but new developments raised questions about the plan. Congress passed an Alien
Land Act in February,117 causing worry about its effect on Maxwell
Grant ownership. Concern over the Alien Land Act produced an
amusing quip by Thomas Benton Catron, a man of many land
grant interests: "'Who shall relieve us of our land grants if the
Dutch and English are not allowed to buy them!' "118 A government suit assailing the title to the Maxwell Grant, challenging the
validity of the patent of 1879, was on its way to the October term
of the Supreme Court. Nevertheless, the new law did not disturb
foreign ownership, and the court found in favor of the grant
claimants. l19 For the Dutch the unsolved problem remained the
abominable Sherwin contract.
Pels reached the end of his patience: "we are turning around in
this infernal circle all the time; and I can now just as well tell you
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[the Maxwell Committee] that if matters are not fixed up quickly
. . . you can just as well give up the idea of are-organization altogether."12o Sherwin again was badly in need of money and feeling sorry for himself, saying that if his contract had been settled in
January, as he had expected, he would have had money for some
successful speculation in Denver real estate. And Pels, that archenemy of the Sherwin contract, advanced some cash from his
personal funds, evidently to keep Sherwin mollified and talking.
It was felt that Sherwin was pretty much bluff, and the Dutch
were adamant that payments would be made to nobody until "all
the threads are in our hands indisputably."121 A second loan and
personal interview with Pels finally convinced Sherwin that continued recalcitrance would really hold up reorganization of the
Maxwell Land Grant Company-the best chance for him of a
financial settlement. Frank Springer was ready to leave for Holland
to complete the reorganization at last, but he would not go unless
he left behind him firm arrangements about the Sherwin contract.
Agreement came September 16-17, 1887, when Sherwin's lawyer
and assignee, Judge Birdseye, cancelled their interest in shares of
the Maxwell Cattle Company and the Raton Coal and Coke Company for a consideration which included bonds of the Maxwell
Land Grant Company and a cash payment. Satisfactory arrangements were also made with Willard R. Green. 122
An understanding on points at issue with the holders of Maxwell Cattle Company bonds took somewhat longer. An incipient
lawsuit by the bondholders was checked by an injunction, and the
case was later dismissed. 123 The move that perhaps more than any
other signified extinction of the Maxwell Cattle Company was
cancellation of the grazing lease, which had about thirty-one years
to run, by a decision of the territorial district court for Colfax
County in September of 1888.124
As early as October of 1887 M. P. Pels was laying plans for a
cattle department within the Maxwell Land Grant Company. He
hired two well~known cowmen of the area, Marion Littrell and
Zenas Curtis, as foremen for the plains and the mountains respectively. Francis Clutton, an Englishman who had bought the Urraca
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Ranch from Sherwin, was offered a position as manager of the
Maxwell cattle. He accepted in January 1888. 125 The cattle department, however, would not be the mainspring of Maxwell Grant
development as the Maxwell Cattle Company had been. Encouragement of immigration, large-scale irrigation, and other plans put
cattle raising in a secondary and declining position.
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THE JULY 1906 EARTHQUAKES IN SOCORRO

BRUCE ASHCROFT

FEW

occurrences are so feared as earthquakes. Mention of them evokes mental pictures of buildings falling, the
ground heaving and tearing, and people running for safety. In
1906 Socorro, a small New Mexico town of about two thousand
people, experienced a prolonged series of earth tremors. July was
the worst month-two major shocks did widespread damage and
hundreds of lighter shocks were felt. Sensational reports of destruction were sent by the Associated Press to newspapers across
the United States. The people of Socorro immediately denied the
reports and endeavored to suppress the rumors.
The Albuquerque Morning Journal reported that Hfire, smoke,
lava, cinders, flames and brimstone have converted the place into
a miniature Hades."l Nearly every residence was said to be
cracked or wrecked, and the people were reported fleeing for
Albuquerque, £1 Paso, or Santa Fe without taking any of their
possessions.2 Sensational accounts appeared throughout the nation. The Cincinnati Post reported that, "Provisions are getting
scarce and real distress is found among the refugees. Not a house
in town is safe to enter and chimneys and walls topple with
each recurrent tremor."3 The New York Times added that "Women and children are being taken out of town on box cars." Also,
the people of Socorro were said to be praying in the streets for
their lives. 4 Mayor Holm O. Bursum of Socorro received a letter
from San Francisco. The owner of the Grand Central Hotel was
NATURAL
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anxious to discover if that building had been damaged. 5 The
earthquake scare delayed a plan to establish a colony of Bohemians
in Socorro, an operation originated by Mr. Max Kirchman of
Pittsburg. 6
These sensational reports originated from eyewitness accounts.
Elfego Baca, district attorney of Socorro, Red with his family to Albuquerque. He stated that one-half of the people of Socorro were
leaving the town on every train. Those who could not escape by
rail took wagons. Almost all of the houses were said to be uninhabitable. Baca said that the hardest rain in fifty years was
falling in Socorro,7 and this added to the general discomfort. Mrs.
J. J. Leeson, whose husband was a china and crockery dealer,
also sought refuge in Albuquerque. She stated that she had experienced earthquakes in Los Angeles and San Francisco, "but
never anything so sicking as these prolonged rockings and
jerkings of the earth at Socorro."8 Mr. E. M. Fink, a resident of
El Paso who was visiting Socorro at the time of the earthquakes,
asserted that the women were panic-stricken. He said that the
Santa Fe Railroad was sending box cars to Socorro to rescue the
people. Mr. Fink was eating at the Winckler Hotel in Socorro
when a shock knocked down a wall of the dining room. 9 Several
dispatches sent by citizens of Socorro confirmed the sensational
reports. 10
The leading geologist in New Mexico, Professor Fayette A.
Jones, did nothing to allay the fears of the people. He predicted
that the earthquakes might last several years and could spread
over the entire Rio Grande Valley.ll
The preliminary reports, read from coast to coast, were filled
with destruction. The popular image was that the town was in
danger of being completely destroyed, the people panic-stricken
and leaving Socorro as quickly as pOSSible. The Court House,
School of Mines bUilding, telephone building, and county jail
were all said to be seriously, if not irreparably, damaged.
Denials were sent to save the reputation of Socorro. Mayor H.
O. Bursum drafted a statement for the Associated Press, in which
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he stated that damage was light and that those who had left the city
did so to protect women and children. 12 Dr. E. A. Drake, editor
of the Socorro Chieftain, sent a letter to the Albuquerque Morning Journal. He estimated that only $2,500 to $3,000 worth of
property damage had resulted. Not one building had fallen and
less than six were classified as unfit to live in. Only fifty or sixty
people had left town. 13 Attorney John E. Griffith of Socorro prepared a letter for the Santa Fe New Mexican. In this he denied
that any volcanic manifestation, such as lava, fire or smoke was
present. He stated that most of the people who had left were away
on prearranged vacations. 14 Mr. T. J. Matthews, superintendent of
the telephone lines in Socorro, wrote to the Albuquerque Morning
Journal denying the sensational reports. He said that most of the
damage had been suffered by adobe houses at least fifty years 01d. 15
The Santa Fe New Mexican and the Socorro Chieftain published scathing editorials denouncing the exaggerated accounts.
The New Mexican said:
.
Unfortunately several of the New Mexico towns are afHicted
with too many irresponsible scribblers and men who have more
time than money or honesty, which they devote to knocking the
town they live in and to assailing and slandering the best citizenship
of the Territory.16

The New Mexican specifically attacked the Cincinnati Post.
Cincinnati was branded as a city "where they drink beer until
the cows come home."
It is certainly astounding that any newspaper man, even if in
Cincinnati, should allow it [such stories] to appear . . . There is
one serious side to this balderdash and that is that there are many
people who are ignorant enoughto believe [it].17

Nine out of ten words in the news story were labeled "absolute
fabrications and downright untruths."ls
The Chieftain stated that:
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Although Socorro, like every other community, is blessed with
some talented liars, the Chieftain does not believe that any of them
have exercised their talent to the extent of saying that the court
house was in ruins, that 25,000 of the inhabitants of the city were
driven from their homes and suffering for food, and that the
Santa Fe Railway company was hauling the sufferers away in
box cars.
If any of Socorro's local talent have been indulging in picturesque
fabrications of that sort, the Chieftain would be glad to know who
they are that it might bestow upon them a merited immortality.19

One specific aspect of the sensationalism was severely attacked
-the report concerning the rain. The Albuquerque Morning
Journal opined that "it will probably not dare to rain in Socorro
for another fifty years. 20
News writers from across the state were invited to Socorro.
This allowed them to review the damage at first hand. After a
correspondent had surveyed Socorro the Silver City Enterprise
published an article saying that little damage had been done. 21
The Albuquerque Citizen sent the Associated Press a vigorous
deniaP2 The Albuquerque Morning Journal ran a humorous
apology to Socorro.
We brand ... first and foremostly the Associated Press ... as a
cheerful liar and oursilves as an easy mark ... We air highly indignant at oursilf fer almost printin' a news story ... an' if we catch
oursilf doin' it agin we'll discharge oursilf . . . We do brand oursilf
as a most murtherous prevaricator ... and desprit fakir.
We air fairly surprised at our own recklessness ... And we brand
oursilf as a raskil . . . we hereby boot oursilf half way round the
block fer publishin' a wild, foolish and slanderous fabrication from
El Paso....
In conclusion the Avenin' Citizen wud hereby brand itself an' all
its correspondents, the Associated Press, the tilly graph editor, the
Gas Pipe editor and the religious editor . . . as well as all the
printhers and the printhers' devil ... as confirmed fakirs. We brand
oursilf as lurid an' sensational . . . an' the Lord knows we'd give
our eye teeth if we only cud be. 23
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There were several reasons why the editorial controversy was
so excited. The most important was that the people of the United
States were earthquake-conscious in 1906. Prior to the July activity in Socorro, there had been earthquakes throughout the United
States. Illinois, Utah, Pennsylvania, and Ohio had been struck.
Volcanic activity was reported in Wyoming, South Dakota, and
Washington. The San Francisco earthquake, perhaps the most
famous natural disaster in American history, occurred in April
1906.24 People expected the shocks in Socorro to do comparable
damage.
The main reason for vigorous denial of the exaggerations was
economic. The town was at a critical point in its history. In the
1880'S and 1890'S the population had swollen to nearly five
thousand inhabitants. Socorro had become a rich mining town.
Then, in 1898, the smelters closed and people started to leave the
city.25 By 1900 the official population had declined to 1,512.26
Adverse publicity of this kind, in the opinion of the town.leaders,
could have been fatal to its future in New Mexico. 27
In July 1906 two severe earthquake shocks did cause widespread damage in Socorro, but actual property loss was estimated
at less than $3,000; no one was seriously injured, and no one was
killed. Perhaps fifty people sought refuge in other towns. The
townspeople were highly indignant about the nationally published
reports that the town was nearly devastated and the people fleeing
for their lives. Although very little damage was actually done to its
reputation, the slur on the town's honor probably aroused more
excitement than any destruction by earthquake.
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THE AMERICAN TERRITORIAL SYSTEM. Edited by John Porter Bloom.
Athens: Ohio University Press, 1974. Pp. xvi, 248. $10.00.
THIS book is made up papers prepared especially for the first conference
on the history of the territories of the United States held November 3 and
4, 19 69, at the National Archives Building, Washington, D. C. The editor
of The Territorial Papers of the United States, John Porter Bloom, was
the conference director and editor of this volume.
In view of the significant history of the territorial system, the value of
having the meeting is unquestioned. The larger issue is, did it successfully achieve the objectives stated by Dr. Bloom in the introduction? Will
the volume serve a useful purpose "as an introduction to the subject and
an indication of its richness and its importance to a thorough understanding of the overall development of the United States"?
The answer to these questions is an unqualified yes. While it is not
stated that eventual publication was considered from the outset in planning
the conference and selecting the subject matter of the papers to be presented, the book contains numerous indications that such indeed was the
case. Without careful planning, a collection of papers can be unrelated
and lacking in cohesive development of a central theme. In this instance,
the ramifications of territorial history are so vast that it was wisely decided
to limit the papers to "rather strictly political history, illustrative of territorial
administrative history, with the obvious exceptions of the personal memoirs
of Clarence Carter."
These memoirs, while brief, are worthy of special note; in fact, their
brevity is part of their worthiness. Clarence E. Carter was the first editor
of The Territorial Papers of the United States, and occupied that position
from 1931 until his death in 1961. These personal testimonials, a tribute
and a memoir, are by Philip D. Jordan and Harold W. Ryan. They are
a fitting compliment to "that puzzling little man of boundless energy whose
scholarship was balanced with a sense of humor and who, to the best of
his ability, made available to the historical profession a magnificent collection of root documents."
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The theme of the papers applies to both the national level and the territorial level, and they are judiciously grouped in the categories: the
Northwest Ordinance, the territories and the Congress, territorial courts
of the far west, land and politics in the territories, and the territories in
the twentieth century. Both qualitative and quantitative balance are
achieved to a remarkable degree, considering the disparate backgrounds of
the various authors. This is bound to be an acknowledgment of esteem to
John Porter Bloom, both for his administrative skill in arranging the conference and his editorial competence in handling the resulting papers.
The volume concludes with biographical sketches of the twenty authors
whose backgrounds constitute, literally, a cross section of the United States.
Group efforts of this kind can be successful only through dedicated leadership and the unstinting cooperation of all participants. These qualities are
abundantly evident here and success has been achieved to a hearty degree.

Springer, N. M.

VICTOR WESTPHALL

ARMY AND THE INDIAN, 18661891. By Robert M. Utley. New York: Macmillan Publishing Co., Inc.,
1974. Pp. xvi, 462. Illus., maps, bibliog., index. $12.95.

FRONTIER REGULARS: THE UNITED STATES

As A professional historian Robert M. Utley is not uninformed regarding
the military frontier of the American West. Nor is he unfamiliar with Macmillan's distinguished "Wars of the United States" series, under the general
editorship of Professor Louis Morton of Dartmouth. Perhaps best known
for his studies of the Custer problem and his Last Days of the Sioux Nation,
Dr. Utley-Director of Archaeology and Historical Preservation of the
National Park Service-has also authored Frontiersmen in Blue: The
United States Army and the Indian, 1848-1865, an earlier volume in the
Macmillan "War" series, that chronicled the Indian wars in a period dominated by the volunteer regiments. Now Utley brings the story up to 1891,
the period when, army regulars returned to the West in the face of an
atonement-minded citizenry and politicos inimical to evidence that west of
the Mississippi River an army of conventional habits and persuasion was
confronted with a most unconventional enemy.
This is the principal theme Utley develops in twenty dramatically narrated chapters. He is especially critical of those self-proclaimed historians
before him who have insisted that the Indian-fighting Army after the Civil
War was either "the heroic vanguard of civilization, crushing the savages
and opening the West to the settlers," or a "band of barbaric butchers,
eternally waging unjust war against unoffending Indians." In fact, says
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Utley, the Regular Army following Appomatox was under-manned, underfinanced, strategically frustrated, politically misunderstood, and never given
a reasonable chance to carry out its unpopular assignment of ameliorating
the inevitable differences between impatient, "progress"-minded white aggressors on the one hand, and on the other, stoically-minded Native Americans whose leaders often perceived the rationality of their cause.
While the bulk of this volume deals with the conflicts extending from
Fort Phil Kearny debacle of 1866 to the Ghost Dance tragedy of 18901891, the first six chapters are addressed to such generally neglected topics
as the Army and Congress, staff and line administrative problems, equipment, supply, weapons, the transfer question, and the character of Army
society on the frontier. In the aggregate these chapters are an important
contribution to scholarship, and are highlighted by an excellent chapter on
''The Problem of Doctrine." Glib oversimplifications to the contrary, Utley
rightly argues that a policy of genocide was never a part of official military
strategy. Given the national consensus that the red man was destined to
enter the mainstream of American life or suffer ultimate extinction, it is no
more reasonable to characterize periodic military atrocities-often at the
instance of irresponsible officers and/or enlisted men-as the main thrust
of military strategy than to suggest that virtue sprang from the heart of every
Indian who confronted the Army west of the Mississippi. In short, says
Utley, there were white hats and black hats on both sides of the line, and
if the army headdress was darker than it should have been, the implicit
ethical questions "are appropriate not solely to a characterization of the
frontier army but rather to a discussion of the whole sweep of American
military history and tradition."
As in his previous volume in this series the author has based his conclusions largely on the printed original sources and monographic literature.
Certain gaps have been closed by going directly to the manuscript sources
in the Library of Congress and National Archives. However, the critical
reader will note that the author has given more attention to official War
Department manuscripts than to records preserved by the Interior Department's Bureau of Indian Affairs. The latter are massive in quantity, often
difficult to read and sort out, but certainly not wholly confined to Record
Group 75 as the author implies. The maps complement the narrative and
were artistically executed. A center-fold of photos further enhances the
attractiveness of this volume. Why a nationally recognized publisher of
such a distinguished series forces the reader to the end of each chapter for
the footnotes is difficult for this reviewer to understand. If economy be the
answer the result is counterproductive.

Wichita State University

WILLIAM

E.

UNRAU
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AMONG THE MESCALERO APACHES: THE STORY OF FATHER ALBERT BRAUN,
O. F. M. By Dorothy Emerson. Tucson: The University of Arizona Press,
1973. Pp. xiv, 224· Illus.,bibliog., index. $7.50'
FATHER ALBERT BRAUN worked on the Mescalero Reservation for approximately thirty years, beginning in 1916. About one-third of the book is devoted to his off-reservation activities such as his experiences in the two
world wars.
If one may judge from the bare facts presented here, Father Braun was
an exceptionally diligent and dedicated priest with a genuine, although
slightly patronizing, affection for the Apache.
Emerson appears to have a superficial knowledge of Southwest history
and appalling gaps in her awareness of Mexican history. For example, she
presents without qualification or comment the view that the Church successfully prevented the Spanish from putting Indians to work in the mines
of Mexico (p. 142). She is also inconsistent in placing accents on Spanish
names.
Teapot Dome receives much attention from the author because Father
Braun once appeared as a character witness for Albert Fall. Fall and Edward Doheny are presented as innocent victims of their own self-sacrificing
patriotism, a viewpoint which may surprise some scholars.
Librarians, except in parochial schools, will find the book useless. It is
written in the style of a sanitized sectarian inspirational story for juveniles
and filled with artificial conversations. Even the prison camp scenes of
World War II suffer from a doying sentimentality and cuteness which
make them appear more grotesque than tragic.
The book has a number of interesting photos of Mescalero Apache people.

Arizona State University

MARJORIE HAINES WILSON

VICTORIO AND THE MIMBRES APACHES. By Dan L. Thrapp. Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1974. Pp. xx, 393. Illus., notes, bibliog.,
index. $9.95.
APACHES have long fascinated scholars and buffs alike interested in the
history of the American Southwest. All too often, however, authors have
hashed and rehashed the skeletal remains of survey literature regarding the
Apaches. In marked contrast, Dan Thrapp has provided us with some
meaty material that will aid serious students in their understanding of the
Mimbres Apaches. Moreover, this volume should open new avenues of
research and interpretation on the Mimbres as well as one of their most
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significant warriors. The names of Cochise and Geronimo are familiar
ones indeed, for their stories have been told in both pulp and professional
writings. But no less important are names of L<?C0' Mangas Coloradas, and
Victorio. Yet until recently their stories have not been told. Scholars other
than Thrapp have been researching Victorio, hut his is the first important
work on the famous Apache chief to appear in print in recent years besides
Eve Ball's In the Days of Victorio.
Producing a biography about a man who could not write. is a difficult
task, but the author has handled his subject with care and objectivity. In
the first two chapters Thrapp has little upon which to base his story, for
Victorio's early years are all but obscured by the fact that his people left
no written records. In fact, a good third of the book deals peripherally
with Victorio himself and concentrates on the activities of the Mimbres
Apaches in general and with their leader Mangas Coloradas in particular.
The work traces the story of these Apaches as they are aided by such just
Indian Agents as Charles E. Drew and Dr. Michael Steck. Vincent Colyer
was a visionary official of the Indian Bureau who, after making a journey
into Apache country, determined that the Mimbres should be placed on
a reservation on the Tularosa. A reservation was established there for
Victorio and his people, but after three years the Mimbres were permitted
to return to Ojo Caliente.
Victorio and his people were victims of an Indian policy initiated by the
Americans in 1876 and 1877 against the Apaches. First the Chiricahuas
and later the Mimbres were forced to move off their traditional lands. They
were removed to the San Carlos Reservation where the Americans concentrated the various Apache peoples in one geographical area. This was a
mistake, for the Americans little understood that there were vast cultural
and traditional differences between the many Apaches and that they
would have great difficulty in living together. Victorio went to San Carlos,
but he did not remain long at the new reservation before he made his
break. After roaming free for a short time, he again decided to try life on
the reservation. Just as he was about to surrender himself to the military
he was indicted by civil authorities in Grant County, New Mexico. An
Indian could not expect to receive a fair trial by a white jury, and thus
the wise Victorio refused to return to San Carlos. He was determined
never to surrender as long as he was alive, and the Army became just as
set upon his capture or his death, War, therefore, commenced between
the Apaches and the Americans.
Thrapp details the campaigns of Morrow and Gatewood against Victorio
as well as the depredations and killings of this Apache and his people. The
author does an excellent job of describing and analyzing Victorio's ultimate
defeat by Joaquin Terrazas and his Mexican soldiers at Tres Castillos in
Chihuahua. It is a stirring story that will impress even the casual reader.
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The tome is based upon sound research by the author. In his study he
employed manuscript collections, government documents, newspapers,
personal recollections, and a number of secondary sources. The notes,
which appear at the end of the book, are composed in a scholarly and informative manner, and the index is complete as well as accurate. The narrative does not always flow, however, and it is difficult to follow some of
the story. Too often the author uses block quotes that are lengthy and
troublesome to read. Sometimes the quotes are redundant. These are minor
faults in relation to the true worth of the volume. Dan Thrapp has done
it again-he has produced a well-researched scholarly study. Both the author
and the publisher should be congratulated on the production of this welcome addition to Western Americana.
Arizona Historical Society

THE

MAN TO

SEND

RAIN

CLIFF TRAFZER

CLOUDS. CONTEMPORARY STORIES BY AMERICAN

INDIANs. Edited by Kenneth Rosen. New York: The Viking Press, 1974.
Pp. 178. Illus. $6.95.
As THE subtitle indicates, these are contemporary stories, not legend, not
folklore, but fiction by young writers who are also American Indians. There
are nineteen stories by seven authors: Leslie Silko (Laguna), seven stories;
Simon J. Ortiz (Acoma), five stories; Anna Lee Walters (Pawnee/Otoe), two
stories; Joseph Little (Mescalero Apache), two stories; one story each by
R. C. Gorman (Navajo), Opal Lee Popkes (Choctaw), Larry Littlebird
(Laguna/Santo Domingo).
What pleases (and surprises) a Southwestern reader is that only three
stories and two authors originate outside the Pueblo-Apache-Navajo area of
New Mexico and Arizona. The editor-collector, Kenneth Rosen, with a
foundation grant, must surely have tried to get a wider representation; and
the fact that he could not must mean something-perhaps that the Southwestern Indian retains a better sense of his own particular tradition and at
the same time is alert to the impingment upon him of the non-Indian culture surrounding him and his people. These are excellent stories by almost
any current standard. Some are very slight sketches, but always perceptive.
And all of them impress this reviewer as being Indian stories.
For a non-Indian to say why he thinks these are Indian stories is difficult
and tricky. One can only venture some suggestions. First, there runs
through the whole collection an immediacy and indirectness of feeling about
nature which one has learned to think as Indian. The sun, the stars, the
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wind, the gravelly arroyos, the red rock ledges, the canyons, the mountains,
the tumbleweeds are all implicitly here, not necessarily always in a context
of Indian religion or mythology, but alive and present. It is a way of seeing
and feeling, with the physical background put into human perspective.
Secondly, the present is the outgrowth and consequence of the past, and
both together make the possible future. This sense of the continuity of the
human experience is the heart and soul of the humanistic view of man's
life. As Anna Lee Walters puts it in one of her contributions (the editor
uses it as motto for the whole volume), "It is in remembering that our
power lies, and our future comes. This is the Indian way."
Even the comments by the authors about themselves at the end of the
book spontaneously and unself-consciously reflect this. "The summers I
spent at home," says Joseph Little, "working at jobs that would get me back
to the mountains, the woods, the open air. It was always a time of cleansing.
. . . In time I will return to the mountains that nurtured me, and become
whole again." "The way I do it is: pay the utmost attention to as many
things as possible, note their detail, and breathe them into you," writes
Simon J. Ortiz. "I write for myself, my parents, my wife and children, for
my community of kinfolk, that way of life. I must do that to ensure that I
have a good journey on my way back home and in order that it will continue that way." Remembering the past, paying attention to the present,
aiming to find a way back home in future-such protestations from any
but a true Indian today would almost surely sound hollow and hypocritical.
When Leslie Silko treats a contemporary experience there are the sublest
and faintest suggestions of its likeness to earlier legend or belief. One
learns all the time, learns from everything, put it all together. Some of the
stories or sketches, of course, have to do with maladjustment and disorientation and having "nowhere togo"; some deal with violence growing out
of frustration; but all are. rich in the way they see and feel-in human
perspective.
A beautiful example of what I like to think is ironical Indian humor is
the story "Zuma Chowt's Cave," by Opal Lee Popkes. She is much too
good a storyteller to make her point as explicit as I have to make it in this
summary, but one thing among many which I think she is saying is this:
"Look, the true direction may not be what modem man calls 'forward!'
Some day, perhaps soon, the cave, on the periphery of so-called civilization,
may be pretty good way out. But, proceed on down on the Gadarene slope,
if that's what you think you want." The story is the Robinson Crusoe
story with a vengeance.
Illustrations by R. C. Gorman and Aaron Yava are most appropriate.
University of New Mexico
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BROKEN HAND. THE LIFE OF THOMAS FITZPATRICK: MOUNTAIN MAN,
GUIDE AND INDIAN AGENT. By LeRoy R. Hafen. Denver, Colorado: The
Old West Publishing Company, 1973. Pp. xiv, 359. Illus., apps., index.
$15. 00 .
BROKEN HAND was first published in 1931 as the one and only title of a
firm which LeRoy Hafen had established and named The Old West Publishing Company. Now, forty~two years later (I) Professor Hafen has
brought out a revised version of Broken Hand. This new edition also
appears under the imprint of The Old West Publishing Company, a name
adopted by publisher Fred Rosenstock after Hafen's business failed to
mature. One thing that is missing from the new edition, however, is the
name of the original coauthor, W. J. Ghent. His contribution to the first
edition, Hafen seems to suggest, was minimal.
This biography received well-deserved praise when it first appeared in
1931. Writing in the American Historical Review, Professor Wayne Stevens described Broken Hand as an uncommon biography for it told more
about the times than the man. The same can be said of this new edition.
Professor Stevens went on to term Thomas Fitzpatrick "an important but
relatively unknown personality." That judgment is no longer valid. By
making Fitzpatrick's story- known to textbook writers and professors in
search of lecture material, Hafen and Ghent raised him from obscurity to
a position of preeminence among mountain men. And deservedly so. Fitzpatrick played an important role in America's westward expansion.
Irish-born, twenty-four-year-old Fitzpatrck first entered the Far West in
1823 as one of that outstanding group which made up William Ashley's
famous Missouri expedition. Fitzpatrick accompanied Jedediah Smith
when he made the effective discovery of (i.e. rediscovered) South Pass in
1824. Basing his opinion largely on James Clyman's recollections, Hafen
suggests that Fitzpatrick and Smith were co-leaders of this expedition, an
idea that Dale Morgan tacitly rejected in his biography of Smith. By 1825
Fitzpatrick had become leader of a small group of trappers and was with
Ashley when he inaugurated the rendezvous system that year. Fitzpatrick's
career advanced steadily. In 1830 he and four other men bought what had
been Ashley's company, renaming it The Rocky Mountain Fur Company.
Like some other mountain men, Fitzpatrick used his vast knowledge of
the West to become a guide after the fur trade declined. In 1 84 I, for
example, he led a group of missionaries under Jean Pierre De Smet to
Oregon. On the way, he guided into the Rockies the first overland immigrants to go to California, the Bidwell-Bartelson party. In 1843 Fitzpatrick guided Fremont's second expedition; in 1845 he led Stephen W.
Kearny to South Pass and young Lt. James Abert from Bent's Fort to Fort
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Gibson by way of the Canadian River. In 1846 he guided Kearny's force
as far as Socorro, New Mexico, where Kit Carson took over to show the
way to California. Late in 1846 Fitzpatrick accepted an appointment as
Indian agent at the newly created Upper Platte and Arkansas agency. He
served as an Indian agent until his death in 1854, apparently eliciting more
respect from Indians than he accorded them.
Unlike many so-called new editions, the second edition of Broken Hand
represents a substantial revision and incorporation of new material into the
text. Most of the rewriting occurs in the chapters on the fur trade, but the
book is sprinkled throughout with new information. Most of the fresh
material clari:6.es obscure points, such as how Fitzpatrick's left hand was
crippled (pp. 151-52), but does not change the broad outline of the story
or Hafen's interpretations. Some of the most interesting additions are
letters from Fitzpatrick to people such as Abert, Robert Campbell, Alexander Barclay, and Jessie Benton Fremont (pp. 225-28, 236-39, 256-57, 269).
These letters further con:6.rm Hafen's judgment that Fitzpatrick wrote well,
and they add to our understanding of his views on politics and Indian
affairs. Of special interest to readers of this journal are letters to Robert
Campbell describing the situation in Santa Fe during the Mexican War. If
one can quibble with Hafen's revisions, it is only that the leading authority
on the fur trade has not cited as many of the newer studies.
The coming to light of new information on Fitzpatrick, and the passage
of forty-two years, have done nothing to diminish Hafen's high regard for
his subject. He still judges "Broken Hand" to be "the most intelligent and
capable of all the mountain men" (p. 139, 1st ed.; p. 185, 2nd ed.), and
compares Fitzpatrick with Jim Bridger and Kit Carson, who come out
second best. In his biography of Bridger (1962) J. Cecil Alter resisted the
temptation to draw such comparisons; but in editing Kit Carson's autobiography (1968), Harvey Carter succumbed: "If history has to single out
one person froin among the Mountain Men to receive the admiration of
later generations, Carson is the best choice" (p. 210). A debate between
Hafen and Carter on the relative merits of their subjects would surely be as
interesting as it would be inconclusive.
Collectors and librarians will welcome the new edition of this readable
biography, not only for the fresh information that Hafen has added, but
because the :6.rst edition, a printing of 600, has become scarce and costly.
The price of the 1974 edition is three times that of the 1931 price, but
seems worth it. The book is handsomely printed, with a simple, attractive
design, large type, the notes at the bottom of the page, and the same plates
and good map that characterized the :6.rst edition.
San Diego State University
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UNWANTED MEXICAN AMERICANS IN THE GREAT DEPRESSION: REPATRIATION PRESSURES, 1929-1939. By Abraham Hoffman. Tucson: The University of Arizona Press, 1974. Pp. xvi, 207. Illus., apps., notes, bibliog.,
index. Cloth $9.75, Paper $4.75.
THE HISTORY of the Mexican immigrant and his American children is often
tragic. Incidents of stark horror punctuate a general public indifference
to the Mexicans' welfare. Abraham Hoffman, in his work Unwanted
Mexican Americans, presents an entire period of horror during the Great
Depression when government officials and a vicious press bullied thousands
of Mexicans and people of Mexican descent into "repatriation." Boorish
Labor Department agents, racist union leaders, and uncharitable Los
Angeles welfare bureaucrats decided in 1930 that the Mexican populace
was either a burden on the relief rolls or taking precious jobs away from
deserving Anglos.
The morality of these officials interests was as cruel as their economics,
and Mexicans felt the brunt of both. Many immigrants came to the
United States prior to the immigration laws of 1917 and the 1920'S
which codified the terms of admission. They were therefore "criminals" by
the standards of 1930. Federal and local officials initiated mass arrests and
other repressive tactics applying the immigration restrictions ex post facto.
Newspapers, and we may assume, radio broadcasts abetted the campaign
against this "criminal element" by mobilizing Anglo prejudice against the
Mexican scapegoat. Fearing arrest and further persecution, Mexicans Bed
Los Angeles for the border or hid themselves from public view. The legal
results of the government tactics were minimal. In order to successfully
prosecu:te 389 aliens, officials arrested over 3,4°0 people in Southern
California in 193 I •
Through a reconstruction of Federal policy decisions and their application in Los Angeles, Hoffman demonstrates that the purpose of the deportation campaign was not merely or even mainly to arrest illegal aliens.
It was a carefully orchestrated program to frighten Mexicans into returning to Mexico. President Hoover's Secretary of Labor, William N. Doak
and his immigration agents waged what they called "war" against Mexican
aliens in the United States while Los Angeles county officials provided free
train rides to the border for Mexicans who wanted to leave of their own
accord. Many Mexicans packed their belongings on their cars and, in a
reverse of The Grapes of Wrath, abandoned California for Mexico. Insincere promises of land extended by the Mexican government were widely
reported in the United States to encourage repatriation and justify to the
general public the propriety of American behavior in coercing unwilling
Mexicans to leave. Thousands of immigrants, enticed by these promises,
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returned and were left destitute and demoralized in their homeland. Many
of the victims of this "repatriation" were children, born in the United
States, culturally as well as legally citizens of this country.
The best portions of Hoffman's work detail the behavior and attitudes of
the Federal officials, such as William Doak, and the Los Angeles welfare
and local enforcement agencies. Here his material is thorough and he gives
plausible interpretations of the motivations of Anglo officials at all levels..
He also clarifies the contradictions between their rhetoric and the repatriation and deportation campaigns. For example, the position of Doak that
Mexicans were taking jobs away from Anglos is ironic in view of the anger
of the Los Angeles white community because Mexicans dominated too
large a portion of the relief rolls. However, the author's attempt to sketch
the general pattern of repatriation outside of Los Angeles is just that, a
sketch. While Mexicans and American Americans were harassed and
deported throughout the Southwest and as far north as Michigan, it is impossible to understand from this work which areas were most affected. Nor
do we learn what kinds of communities were most vulnerable. Were
Mexicans safer from persecution in large cities or in small towns? To what
extent was repatriation, rather than a result of fficial hostility, a product of
Depression poverty? Hoffman states that in the early 1930'S many Mexicans willingly left their homes in the U nted States to seek land across the
border or because they were offered a free train ride. But, according to his
generalizations, they lost faith in repatriation when the land failed to
materialize. The evidence he presents in support of such opinions is
skimpy, drawn from secondhand sources of the 1930'S. (His appendix includes data on the flow of repatriation that show the number of Mexicans
returning to Mexico declined sharply from the peak of 1931 to the late
193 0'S.)
While much of the information in this book is interesting and important, as a history it suffers from two major defects. First, it is badly
organized. After a hurried introduction by Julian Nava, the narrative
begins with an account of a mass arrest in Los Angeles central plaza in
1931. Thereafter the writing loses its focus upon the important and continuing drama. The chapters are broken up into sections, each with its own
heading, often only a few paragraphs in length. Incidents and personalities
are juxtaposed with little or no transition from one section to the next. The
result is often tedious, repetitive, and incoherent. The second defect is as
glaring. In a work about Mexican Americans, there emerges no consistent
or illuminating portrayal of the Mexican experience in the United States.
The absence of any vivid description of the Mexican social milieu in Los
Angeles means that we are treated to an account of the Mexican as victim
of the system and never as protagonist in his own history. Paul S. Taylor
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and Carey McWilliams, whom the author criticizes, dealt with the plight of
the Mexican immigrant by portraying his personality and society. In the
Unwanted Mexican Americans, a supposedly revisionist history, it is difficult for even the most earnest reader to empathize with the Mexicans'
situation.
Part of the failure to describe the Mexican and his community is related
to the author's documentation. From ethnocentric sources, dominated by
Federal records and prejudiced welfare reports, one cannot expect the creation of a sympathetic and credible account of the Mexican populace. Nor
are Spanish-language newspapers and Mexican consular reports sufficient
to correct the imbalance. Such newspapers were poorly staffed, often inaccurate, and subservient to an image of the Mexican as a respectable
burgues. Yet most of the Mexicans and Mexican Americans in the 1920'S
and 1930'S were not part of the burguesia. The consular officials, with their
own elitist inhibitions, often understated the gravity of the Mexican situation in the United States. These officials did what they could for their
compatriots but that was very little, given their anxiety not to offend the
American authorities and jeojardize their posts. It is astounding that, while
writing his Ph.D. thesis at UCLA, the author did not go to the barrio and
try to find people who had lived through this period, who perhaps had left
for Mexico and later returned, or who had endured the nightmare of police
repression.
The inadequate evocation of the Mexican in American society, in turn,
explains Hoffman's loose generalizations about free train tickets. A methodological bias against the Mexican develops as the central concern of the
book becomes the deportation and repatriation programs rather than their
victims. Instead of a discussion of the impact of "repatriation pressures" on
the Mexican American in Los Angeles, the book ends with a brief section
on the termination in 1941 of the county repatriation program. The author
concludes that "time passed" and because of an organizational change in
the welfare board that ran the program and an end of the data-gathering on
Mexicans in the area, "the idea of repatriating significant numbers of
Mexican nations also vanished from the public arena." It seems not to
have occurred to Hoffman that the Depression was over in Los Angeles and
Mexican laborers were once again needed in both the urban and rural regions of the county to do the work that white Americans had always
thought undignified.

University of California, San Diego
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THE OLD ONES OF NEW MEXICO. By Robert Coles. Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1973. Pp. xvi, 74. Illus. $7.95.
ROBERT COLES' preliminary research on the plight of Chicano and Pueblo
children promises to contribute a notable fourth volume to his provocative
series, Children of Crisis. Although it is not included in the series, The Old
Ones of New Mexico is a by-product of this research. Here Coles takes a
sensitive look at several elderly Hispanic couples and one priest. His intent
is "to indicate something of what old age is like for people not always given
the most attention or respect by the so-called dominant culture of this
nation" (p. xiii). Centering on the world view of his informants, Coles
presents his material in free-flowing narration and extensive quotations.
The result is poetic and moving, good reading for both the layman and
the scholar. Coles and Alex Harris, his photographer, take the position that
"they themselves express those qualities of mind, heart, and spirit that distinguish them from some of the rest of us," and work it through in a convincing manner (p. xiv).
However, Coles' work falls far short of a balanced representation of his
subject. As the accuracy and authencity of his material appear beyond
question, the problem results from a lack of adequate orientation for the
reader. It is not that the elderly Hispanos he describes do not exist. The gap
lies not in what is described, but in what is left out. Coles has "made every
effort to translate the speech I have heard in such a way that its flavor and
tone come across to the middle-class 'Anglo' people who will read this book"
(p. xv). Yet he has also limited the old ones to the one side of their personalities which his audience would most like to see: "a given kind of
living-close to the land, in touch with nature, very much part of a community's collective experience" (p. 14). The problem with this particular
characterization of Hispano experience is that Coles did not indicate that
many of his informants have worked for wages in either Los Alamos or
Santa Fe, and that many of the communities which he visited now derive
less than ten per cent of their subsistence from agricultural and pastoral
activity. He similarly does not appear to have asked his informants whether
they would like to go back entirely to the hard life that subsistence agriculture provides.
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As the book is a joint effort between Coles and Harris, the selection of
photographs is especially revealing of the slant of the work. Although
Harris has given us an effective documentation of certain aspects of Hispanic material culture, the photographs fall short of completing their
descriptive task in two ways: First, despite Coles' statement that "Nor is it
true that in New Mexico, if no where else in America, there is a thoroughly static society, . . ." both the text and the photographs describe
the old ones as "alert, vigorous, stubborn people" (pp. xiv, 15). The scenes
captured are curiously lacking in the products of modernization. Roofs are
earthen, with the exception of one in tin, stoves and heaters take only
wood, pick-ups are 1940'S vintage, etc. In short, all settings are entirely
rural and selectively rustic. However, of the 307>406 persons of Spanish
surname included in the U. S. Census report of 1970 for New Mexico,
198,966 or 64.7 per cent are urban dwellers. The second point about the
photographs involves a contradiction between the illustrations and the text.
If the integrity of New Mexican Hispanic families is the message of the
book, and if it was the youngsters who led Coles to their grandparents,
where are the children? In view of the preoccupation of the old ones with
their offspring as related in the text, the majority of the cast and the center
of interest for aged Hispanos are missing.
Within the text the work suffers from a lack of explanation as to what
part of Hispanic culture has been presented, both to Coles and to the
reader. Anthropologists utilize three ways of getting at culture in the field.
I) The first involves a search for "ideal culture," and is accomplished by
questioning informants as to what members of their community ought to
do. The last two are subsumed under the term "real culture"-what people really do. This aspect may be discovered, 2) by asking people what
actually goes on in their society, and 3) through observation.
The bias in Coles' work is clearly in favor of ideal culture. Apparently,
he is either looking for a "sympathetic" view of the people, or he has not
penetrated far enough into the culture to get an intimate picture. Although
the Children of Crisis series does not lack depth, the data he has presented
in his current work bear a strong resemblance to those collected by anthropological researchers during their first few interviews with Hispanic infomants, especially if they lack fluency in the local dialect.
These remarks are not intended to discredit Coles' material. His gift for
conveying the poetry of a people is commendable, and the information he
presents is well worth reading. However, The Old Ones Of New Mexico
stands badly in need of prefatory matter to admonish its readers that they
are getting only one side of the story.
Colorado
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WHERE THE WAGON LED: ONE MAN'S MEMORIES OF THE COWBOYS LIFE
IN THE OLD WEST. By R. D. Symons. Garden City, New York: Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1973. Pp. 343. Illus., gloss. $8·95.
AT THE AGE of sixteen, R. D. Symons left his native England and following the westering call, which seems to have a special lure for those of
Anglo-American blood, he went to the plains of Saskatchewan and
Alberta to become a cowhand. Although the year was 1914, this West was
still wild with unfenced ranges, roundups, and rustlers. Here had gravitated all those unregenerate cowboys who had worked cattle from the Rio
Grande to Miles City and who had fled to the Canadian plains when barbed
wire and homesteaders brought an end to the roving life in the United
States. To Canada, too, had come some of the more independent-minded
ranchers bringing along history-laden brands from the Matador and Turkey
Track-irons which had begun in Texas, had moved north up the corridor
of the Great Plains ahead of the fences, and finally had come to rest on
Canada's last frontier.
Symons' narrative, rich in detail and lore of the range, has some of the
elements of Teddy Blue Abbott's classic, We Pointed Them North, but at
the same time reminds the reader of Richmond P. Hobson's matchless
books on ranching in British Columbia during the 1930's. What Symons'
account shares with all of the better works on the range-cattle industry is
the emphasis laid upon authentically recording a vital and virile way of
life, one that was not only unique, but filled with high purpose. "Cowboys," according to the author, "are men who love freedom, who stand up
to a challenge, who love nature and animals and wind-swept places. . . .
They are loyal to 'the outfit,' to the range boss, to each other, and to the
sacred cows that had walked by the side of man since the dawn of
history." In this may be found the common thread that bound all men on
horseback in a single fraternity whether they moved beef herds through
the Southwestern deserts, along the slopes of the California Sierras, or
across the plains of the Dakotas and Canada.

Cerrillos, New Mexico
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COWBOY. By Harold McCracken. Garden City, New
York: Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1973. Pp. 196. Illus., bibliog., index.
$15. 00 •

THE AMERICAN

OF THE several "coffee table" picture books on the cowboy published recently, this must certainly rank as the worst. The illustrations, including
twenty-one paintings in color by well-known western artists, are acceptable, but the text merits only one adjective, atrocious. On both style and
content the author must suffer indictment. Speaking of the beginnings of
cattle handling in colonial Mexico, he offers such hash as follows: ''The
first herders of cattle on the continent were the strongest and most usable
of the native men, who were spared from groups of recalcitrant local
inhabitants who were slaughtered."
Of the foundation of wild horse herds, he states, "It is easily understood
how many of the horses from the Coronado expedition were lost, strayed, or
stolen during the numerous conflicts with Indians, the long winters, and
while wandering across the lush buffalo plains." Pages later he notes,
"Some writers have disputed that the Coronado expedition had anything
to do with the beginning of the wild-horse herds. This is of relatively small
consequence." What the author plainly means by "small consequence" is
that he doesn't care a whit about accuracy. The remainder of the book reflects this attitude and serious readers should take warning accordingly.

Cerrillos, N. M.
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